
Image Index Bullet Journaling for Serial Killers Part 3

All images used in this book are freely available in the public domain with a simple Google search. 

Below I have linked all photos used by page they appear on to credit the original owner. The only 

exception to this is my own photos from my personal collection which are labelled as such. My main 

aim was to collate as much information as possible for the reader and group it all together, allowing 

you to then research the things that are of interest. A huge thank you to all the organisations that 

have made their images available in the public domain.

July Disposal 

Cremation image credit https://cremationinstitute.com/cremation-process/ 

Burial image credit https://www.britannica.com/list/7-unique-burial-rituals-across-the-world 

Immurement credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immurement 

Sky burial credit https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-ancient-traditions/sky-burial-tibet-s-ancient-

tradition-honoring-dead-007016 

Burial at sea credit https://www.history.navy.mil/browse-by-topic/heritage/customs-and-traditions0/burial-at-

sea.html 

Mummification credit https://www.egypttoursportal.com/the-secret-of-egyptian-mummification/ 

Terry Rassmussen 

Terry with his daughter 1969 credit https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2017/08/18/authorities-identify-

mysterious-serial-killer-linked-allenstown-murders/6Nma4Dasrj7Quz6aBFsdbO/story.html 

Mugshot 1973 credit https://www.wmur.com/article/case-timeline-man-known-as-bob-evans-connected-to-6-

killings/8643018 

Rassmussen in the 1950s credit https://www.wmur.com/article/case-timeline-man-known-as-bob-evans-connected-to-

6-killings/8643018   

Rasmussen in the U.S. Navy in 1964. credit https://www.wmur.com/article/case-timeline-man-known-as-bob-evans-

connected-to-6-killings/8643018   

Barrel found in 1985 credit https://www.wmur.com/article/case-timeline-man-known-as-bob-evans-connected-to-6-

killings/8643018     

Photos of terry as a boy credit https://twitter.com/forensicmag/status/898591870011416580?lang=zh-Hant 
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Yearbook picture from 1959 North High School in Phoenix, Arizona credit 

https://murderousroots.com/episodes/episode-20-the-chameleon-killer 

Yearbook picture from 1960 North High School in Phoenix, Arizona, likely his last year in high school 

https://murderousroots.com/episodes/episode-20-the-chameleon-killer 

Young Terry, likely in the early 1950s credit https://murderousroots.com/episodes/episode-20-the-chameleon-

killer   

Terry, as a baby, being held by his uncle, Ambrose Rasmussen credit 

https://murderousroots.com/episodes/episode-20-the-chameleon-killer     

Last mugshot from 2002 https://murderousroots.com/episodes/episode-20-the-chameleon-killer 

Mugshot from 1990 https://murderousroots.com/episodes/episode-20-the-chameleon-killer 

Mugshot from the early 80s https://murderousroots.com/episodes/episode-20-the-chameleon-killer 

Marlyse Honeychurch, Marie Vaughn, daughter of Marlyse Honeychurch, Sara McWaters, youngest daughter of 

Marlyse Honeychurch, Terry's unidentified daughter found in a barrel, Denise Beaudin, Eunsoon Jun, his final 

victim 

Collage of terry photos credit https://www.facebook.com/TerryRasmussenBobEvans/ 

Bag of ice found with the San Joaquin County Jane Doe, who was left in a refrigerator in California in 

1995.credit Wikipedia 

Dismemberment 

Image of dismemberment of Watakame credit https://www.wixarika.org/objects/dismemberment-watakame 

Photo of mutilation tools credit https://globalnews.ca/news/3602227/female-genital-mutilation-canada-border-

officers-warned/ 

Dahmer's tools credit https://twitter.com/lucidferdream/status/1193412267380883456 

Examples of saw marks credit https://www.researchgate.net/figure/3-Numerous-cuts-on-a-proximal-femur-from-saw-

dismemberment-Despite-the-number-of-cuts_fig3_216125189 

Kendall stinky François 

Kendall François n high school. https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/francois-kendall-photos.htm 

Kendall with arms crossed credit https://www.audible.com/pd/Ep-226-Kendall-Stinky-Francois-Podcast/B09CYLCCZ5 

Kendall being arrested credit https://www.onlyinyourstate.com/new-york/kendall-francois-ny/ 

Kendall "Stinky" Francois home- Serial Killer Documentary/Serial Killers Documentaries/Youtube 

Mugshot Kendall Francois in 1998 (left) and at a later date (right). credit Poughkeepsie Police 

Department/Attica Correctional Facility 

Victims of Kendall Francois, Wendy Meyers (left) and Gina Barone (right).  Poughkeepsie Police Department  
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Newspaper credit the Poughkeepsie Journal 

The daughter of the missing woman, Sandra French, having her moment  

of fame talking to the press. https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/francois-kendall-photos.htm   

Forensic evidence collecting https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/francois-kendall-photos.htm   

Mother of victim Catine Newmaster and her son after attending  

the sentencing of Kendall Francois. https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/francois-kendall-photos.htm    Flowers & 

toys tied around a tree outside of 99 Fulton Avenue. Kendall's home. 

https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/francois-kendall-photos.htm 

Dutchess Co. District Attorney William Grady at a press meeting. https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/francois-

kendall-photos.htm 

End of the ride for Kendall credit https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/francois-kendall-photos.htm 

Victims Catherine Marsh, Catina Newmaster, Gina Barone, Kathleen Hurley, Mary Giaccone, Sandra French, Wendy 

Meyers 

Letter written in 2012 credit https://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/story/news/crime/2014/10/11/francois-

letters-part-one/16803127/ 

Wendigo credit  https://medium.com/exploring-history/wendigos-the-spirits-of-hunger-and-famine-in-the-united-

states-588a62ed6f47 

Wechuge credit https://www.quora.com/What-is-known-about-a-Wechuge 

Lamashtu credit https://www.worldhistory.org/image/11435/lamashtu/ 

Anthropophagi credit https://sites.google.com/site/petermansallusions/mythology/anthropophagi 

People meat chart 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/qq0uu/if_cannibalism_were_legal_would_you_eat_volunteer/ 

Issei Sagawa 

Issei Sagawa, known as the "Kobe Cannibal" for killing and then devouring a Dutch student in 1981, speaks at 

his apartment in Yokohama in 1992. | AFP-JIJI 

Issei Sagawa (right) is escorted by French plainclothes police as he leaves the Paris Police Prefecture 

Headquarters after questioning in June 1981. | AFP-JIJI 

Issei Sagawa being escorted by French policemen in 1981. Photo: AFP 

Issei as a young man credit https://thebrag.com/issei-sagawa-dead/ 

Issei Sagawa gave many interviews and enjoyed the notoriety  Issei on metal chair credit 

https://www.rte.ie/news/world/2022/1202/1339552-japan-issei-sagawa/ 

Issei older credit https://www.ladbible.com/community/weird-cannibal-who-ate-friend-is-free-and-wants-to-do-

it-again-20210704 
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Issei younger  Credit: Channel Four Films 

Issei Sagawa in 2017 documentary Caniba. Credit: Norte Productions 

Issei as a child credit https://www.criterion.com/current/posts/4923-the-daily-venice-toronto-2017-caniba 

Issei posing with cutterly credit https://www.thesun.ie/news/8285574/japanese-cannibal-killer-issei-sagawa-

renee-hartevelt-paris/ 

Renee Hartevelt was murdered by the Japanese killer credit https://www.thesun.ie/news/8285574/japanese-

cannibal-killer-issei-sagawa-renee-hartevelt-paris/   

The blood-soaked crime scene where Sagawa killed Renee credit https://www.thesun.ie/news/8285574/japanese-

cannibal-killer-issei-sagawa-renee-hartevelt-paris/    issei as a child credit 

https://www.thesun.ie/news/8285574/japanese-cannibal-killer-issei-sagawa-renee-hartevelt-paris/     

Issei being arrested and eating credit https://www.thesun.ie/news/8285574/japanese-cannibal-killer-issei-

sagawa-renee-hartevelt-paris/  

Issei as a baby credit    https://www.facebook.com/909531972540469/posts/who-issei-sagawa-born-when-and-where-

26-april-1949-in-kobe-japankilling-when-and/914138378746495/ 

Issei posing with glasses https://www.northeasternchronicle.in/news/issei-sagawa-killer-cannibal/ 

Issei and the victim credit https://www.northeasternchronicle.in/news/issei-sagawa-killer-cannibal/ 

Issei in burgandy shirt credit https://www.northeasternchronicle.in/news/issei-sagawa-killer-cannibal/ 

Issei posing with artwork credit https://www.northeasternchronicle.in/news/issei-sagawa-killer-cannibal/ 

Issei in 2017 in Tokoyo credit https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/article/1372752/poetic-justice 

Issei posing with artwork credit https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/article/1372752/poetic-justice 

The suitcase that was filled with Renée Hartevelt’s remains. 

Jeffrey Dahmer 

Mug shot of Dahmer taken by the Milwaukee Police Department, July 1991 credit 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Dahmer Dahmer, pictured in the 1978 Revere High School yearbook, Reverie 

credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Dahmer Dahmer, pictured in West Germany in 1979. His off-duty 

drinking caused him to be deemed unsuitable for military service in 1981.credit 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Dahmer Private contractors from the Fire Department's Hazardous 

Materials Unit remove the 57-gallon drum from Dahmer's apartment, July 23, 1991 credit 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Dahmer An illustration provided by Dahmer depicting the private altar he 

had been planning to create at the time of his July 1991 arrest. credit 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Dahmer In this 1991 handout from the Milwaukee County Sheriff’s 

Department, serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer is seen in a police mugshot. (AP Photo/Milwaukee County Sheriff’s 

Department) Colour Mug shot credit AP press Jeffrey L. Dahmer enters the Milwaukee courtroom of judge Jeffrey 

A. Wagner on Aug. 6, 1991. Eugene Garcia—AFP Dahmer in orange top credit Netflix Dahmer as a boy credit 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/us/glenda-cleveland-what-happened-to-jeffrey-dahmers-

neighbour-in-real-life/articleshow/94541462.cms Jeff with a bowl cut a as boy credit 
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https://www.fatosdesconhecidos.com.br/jeffrey-dahmer-um-dos-piores-serial-killers-que-ja-existiu/ photo of 

Jeffrey Dahmer at age 13, with Lionel and Dave. credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/t0lkd3/never_before_seen_photo_of_jeffrey_dahmer_at_age/ 

Jeffrey, Lionel, Joyce, and David Dahmer credit https://www.okaybliss.com/jeffrey-dahmer-brother-david/ 

Jeffrey Dahmer (left) poses with his mother, Joyce Flint, and younger brother, David. The undated portrait was 

provided by Flint.https://www.yahoo.com/news/upon-her-death-jeffrey-dahmers-133329204.html Dahmer collage as a 

boy with Lionel credit https://www.scenacriminis.com/crimes-and-criminal-biographies/serial-killer-jeffrey-

dahmer-the-milwaukee-monster/ Dahmer as a teenager collage credit https://www.scenacriminis.com/crimes-and-

criminal-biographies/serial-killer-jeffrey-dahmer-the-milwaukee-monster/ collage of Jeff as a young man credit 

https://www.scenacriminis.com/crimes-and-criminal-biographies/serial-killer-jeffrey-dahmer-the-milwaukee-

monster/ Dahmer victim list credit https://www.scenacriminis.com/crimes-and-criminal-biographies/serial-

killer-jeffrey-dahmer-the-milwaukee-monster/ Jeffrey with his counsel credit 

https://www.scenacriminis.com/crimes-and-criminal-biographies/serial-killer-jeffrey-dahmer-the-milwaukee-

monster/ Dahmer acting the fool credit https://vk.com/wall-85378351_26273?lang=en Collage of Dahmer credit 

https://vk.com/wall-85378351_22050?lang=en Lionel and Shari Dahmer | Ralf-Finn Hestoft credit 

https://www.cheatsheet.com/entertainment/jeffrey-dahmers-family-still-alive-details-father-lionel-brother-

david.html/ Lionel Dahmer and Shari Dahmer on 'Good Morning America' SOURCE: YOUTUBE/CULT COLLECTIBLES (VIDEO 

STILL) Jeffrey Dahmer and his family 

https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/amfjjc/jeffrey_dahmer_and_his_family/ Jeffrey interview screen 

grab credit https://german.fansshare.com/gallery/photos/18428320/murder-in-including-jeffrey-dahmer-ted-bundy-

sid-vicious-imae-wbheargfj-dahmer/ Jeff, David and Lionel credit 

https://german.fansshare.com/gallery/photos/18428323/jeffrey-dahmer-david-dahmer-lionel-dahmer-dahmer/ Dahmer 

in white shirt at court credit https://german.fansshare.com/gallery/photos/17923002/dahmer-dahmer/ Dahmer as a 

baby with parents credit https://german.fansshare.com/gallery/photos/17923002/dahmer-dahmer/ Baby Jeffrey with 

his father Lionel Dahmer (1960). credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dahmer-jeffrey-photos-1.htm Baby 

Jeffrey with his mother Joyce A. (Flint) Dahmer (1960).credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dahmer-jeffrey-

photos-1.htm Dahmer's mother died of breast cancer on Monday, November 27, 2000. Joyce, Lionel and young 

Jeffrey Dahmer. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dahmer-jeffrey-photos-1.htm Jeffrey with his brother. 

credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dahmer-jeffrey-photos-1.htm 

Jeffrey Dahmer on the right with childhood friend Lee, dressed as devils having sherbet and ginger ale 

treats.https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dahmer-jeffrey-photos-1.htm Colour photo of Jeff as a child and 

Jeffrey and his brother David. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dahmer-jeffrey-photos-1.htm Confessed 

serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer is escorted into Milwaukee Circuit Court following the selection of a 28 person 

jury pool in Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 29, 1992. (AP Photo/Pool/Benny Sieu) Stock image of the killer x3 in the 

documentary 'Dahmer on Dahmer: A Killer Speaks'. Pleading insanity, the court found Dahmer sane and guilty on 

15 counts of murder and he was sentenced to 15 life terms, the equivalent of 957 years in prison. credit Curt 

Borgwardt/https://parade.com/culture/jeffrey-dahmer-true-story All Dahmer official paperwork sourced via 

https://archive.org/details/JeffreyDahmer/Dahmer1/page/n19/mode/2up Former neighbour Pamela Bass stands 

outside Dahmer's apartment credit https://www.oxygen.com/blogs/jeffrey-dahmer-crime-scene-photos Dahmer's fish 

tank, Dahmer's living room, Polaroids of Dahmer's victims, Dahmer's dishes, Dahmer's saws and tools, Dahmer's 

kitchen, Vat of acid credit SOURCE: MILWAUKEE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE Jeff's apartment credit Photo credit: 

SOURCE: MILWAUKEE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE Jeff being escorted by guards SOURCE: MEGA Inside Jeff's fridge 

credit SOURCE: MILWAUKEE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE Jeff's Bedroom credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/CrimeScene/comments/xovhs4/jeffrey_dahmer_crime_scene_and_evidence/ Jeff's bed credit 

(Milwaukee Police Department) Skulls recovered in Jeff's house credit 

https://jeffdennis123.tumblr.com/post/143033412867/jeffrey-dahmer-crime-scene-photos/amp Jeffrey Dahmer in a 

jail booking shot from Bath, Ohio, in 1981. AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE HANDOUT The former Ambrosia Chocolate Co. in 



downtown Milwaukee where serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer worked in the 1980s. The building is now gone. MILWAUKEE 

JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES Exterior view of Jeffrey Dahmer's apartment building in January 1992. ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Officials wearing hazardous material suits lower Jeffrey Dahmer's freezer down steps at his apartment building 

in 1991. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES Milwaukee County Medical Examiner Jeffrey M. Jentzen (center, in 

sport coat) supervises the removal of at least 10 boxes that police said contained human remains from the 

apartment of serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer in 1991. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES Members of the news media 

and others flocked to the scene of killings at 924 N. 25th Street. The size of the crowd swelled after a 

television news conference about the slayings at the Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office in July 1991. 

MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES Onlookers line the balconies of a neighbouring building to get a better view 

as Milwaukee police search serial killer Jeffrey L. Dahmer's apartment for evidence in 1991. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 

SENTINEL FILES Neighbours gather near the Oxford Apartments on July 24, 1991, in Milwaukee, as police 

continued to investigate their discovery of body parts in the apartment of Jeffrey Dahmer. ASSOCIATED PRESS A 

neighbourhood youth reads a handwritten note posted on the door at the home of Catherine Dahmer on South 57th 

Street in West Allis. Dahmer is the grandmother of Jeffrey L. Dahmer, who was charged Thursday with four 

counts of first-degree intentional homicide. The note asked that the family be left alone and said the family 

had received crank phone calls. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES The flag flies at half-staff outside the Oxford 

Apartments, 924 N. 25th St. An alderman fears the 49-unit building, former home to suspected serial killer 

Jeffrey L. Dahmer, might become a morbid tourist attraction and plans to ask the Common Council to pay for 

demolition of the structure. The man in this image was not identified. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES Members 

of the media pack the Milwaukee County courtroom where Jeffrey L. Dahmer, 31, was charged with four counts of 

first-degree intentional homicide and habitual criminality. More charges are expected. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 

SENTINEL FILES Jeffrey L. Dahmer in Milwaukee County Circuit Court on August 7, 1991, was charged with eight 

counts of first-degree homicide, raising the total counts against him to 12. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES A 

large group of Milwaukee residents, many carrying signs against the Police Department, protest the way the 

department handled the investigation into mass murderer Jeffrey L. Dahmer. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES 

Hundreds of people gather at MacArthur Square in Milwaukee on Aug. 6, 1991, as they held a candlelight vigil 

in remembrance of the victims found in the Jeffrey L. Dahmer apartment on July 22. ASSOCIATED PRESS District 

Attorney E. Michael McCann points to Jeffrey L. Dahmer as he cross-examines Fred S. Berlin during trial in 

February 1992. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES The Rev. Gene Champion (right) consoles Jeffrey L. Dahmer's 

stepmother and father, Shari and Lionel, during a break in testimony during Jeffrey Dahmer's sanity trial in 

February 1992. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES 

Jeffrey L. Dahmer hands a doctored newspaper made from clippings of different news sources to Carol Boyle of 

Chicago, sister-in-law of defense attorney Gerald P. Boyle, during a break during trial in February 1992. 

"It's amazing what they come up with," Dahmer said. A Milwaukee Journal nameplate was pasted over the cover of 

an edition of the Weekly World News, which carried a headline that said "Milwaukee Cannibal Kills His 

Cellmate." MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES A 1992 photo shows how police cruisers were used to simulate the 

lighting conditions on the night that police confronted Jeffrey L. Dahmer, as members of the Police and Fire 

Commission tour the area near Dahmer's former apartment on North 25th Street. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES 

Relatives and supporters of serial killer Jeffrey L. Dahmer's victims console one another as they watch the 

demolition of the Oxford Apartments, Dahmer's former residence at 924 N. 25th St. Catherine Lacy (left), 

mother of victim Oliver Lacy; Jeannetta Robinson, founder and director of Career Youth Development 

Incorporated; Shirley Hughes, mother of Anthony Hughes; and Valerie Thomas, sister of David C. Thomas, watched 

the demolition on Nov. 17, 1992. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES About 45 people hold hands in a circle in 

front of the Police Administration Building in November 1992, urging the Fire and Police Commission to uphold 

the firings of two police officers involved in the Jeffrey L. Dahmer case. MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL FILES 

Serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer is interviewed by Nancy Glass at Columbia Correctional Facility in Portage, Wis., 

Jan. 12, 1993, for the syndicated television show "Inside Edition." Dahmer, who was serving a life sentence 



for the murders of more than a dozen young men and boys in Milwaukee, said he killed, dismembered and ate 

parts of his victims' bodies "not because I hated them, but to keep them with me." ASSOCIATED PRESS Summit 

County Sheriff's Detective Larry Momchilov sifts through debris as Dr. Thomas Marshall, a forensic expert with 

the Sheriff's Department, checks a burned barrel at the former house of Jeffrey Dahmer on July 30, 1991, in 

Bath Township, Ohio. ASSOCIATED PRESS Convicted killer Christopher Scarver listens to one of his attorneys, 

Daniel Patrykus, during a special hearing on May 15, 1995, in Portage, Wis. At the hearing, Scarver changed 

his not guilty plea in the beating death of serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer and Jesse Anderson to no contest on 

two first-degree intentional homicide charges. ASSOCIATED PRESS Jeffrey Family Tree owner : Tim DOWLING 

(tdowling) Billy Joe Capshaw another dahmer victim SOURCE: MILWAUKEE PD,US ARMY Dahmer and Lionel on 

graduation credit https://listverse.com/2019/11/16/jeffrey-dahmer-facts/ Jeffrey Dahmer at graduation (1978) 

credit https://twitter.com/RockyTCMLFC/status/1530298257246658565 Jeffrey letters from jail 

https://twitter.com/ezxshane/status/1321173240652328960 

Arthur Shawcross 

Jack Blake and Karen ann hill photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/shawcross-arthur-victims.htm 

Victims left to right Jack Blake, Karen Ann Hill, Dorothy Blackburn, Anna Steffen, Dorothy Keeler, Patricia 

Ives, June Stotts, Maria Welch, Frances Brown, Elizabeth Gibson, Darlene Trippi, June Cicero 

2 Shawcross art pieces credit Redditt 

Shawcross mugshot credit You Tube 

One of Arthur Shawcross' earlier arrests. Photo Credit: Murderpedia 

Shawcross mugshot as a young man credit Redditt 

Arthur J. Shawcross is sentenced to 25-years-to-life for the murder of Elizabeth Gibson in Wayne County. 

credit https://www.democratandchronicle.com/picture-gallery/news/2017/06/15/the-arthur-shawcross-murder-

cases/102905020/ 

Arthur J. Shawcross enters Rochester City Court on a bail hearing in connection with his indictment on second-

degree murder charges in the deaths of eight women over the past two years in the Rochester area. credit 

https://www.democratandchronicle.com/picture-gallery/news/2017/06/15/the-arthur-shawcross-murder-

cases/102905020/   

Arthur J. Shawcross is led into court. credit https://www.democratandchronicle.com/picture-

gallery/news/2017/06/15/the-arthur-shawcross-murder-cases/102905020/   

Arthur J. Shawcross has the misdemeanor charge of patronizing a prostitute dismissed. credit 

https://www.democratandchronicle.com/picture-gallery/news/2017/06/15/the-arthur-shawcross-murder-

cases/102905020/   

Arthur J. Shawcross appears at a Wayne County hearing for trial of Elizabeth Gibson, whose body was found in 

Wayne County, in connection with serial slayings. JIM LARAGY, STAFF PHOTO 

A copy of Arthur Shawcross honorable discharge from the U.S. Army in 1969. (3-26-1990) FILE PHOTO 

  

Arthur Shawcross in a prison interview. You Tube 

https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/shawcross-arthur-victims.htm


Arthur Shawcross with his daughter (left) and granddaughter at the Sullivan Correctional Facility in 2002. 

Credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/arthur-shawcross 

Arthur Shawcross drawing credit true crime auction house 

Arthur painting of a woman credit http://serialkillersink.net/skistore/arthur-j-shawcross-9x12-vinyl-

painting.html 

Gem drawing credit https://www.flickriver.com/photos/35396849@N05/3280935094/ 

Kali drawing credit http://serialkillersink.net/skistore/arthur-shawcross-16x20-kali.html 

Nico Claux 

All images of Nico sourced from his Facebook credit https://www.facebook.com/nico.claux.666 and serial 

pleasures credit https://www.serialpleasures.com 

Richard chase  

The mugshot of serial killer Richard Chase, known as the “Vampire of Sacramento” and the “Vampire Killer.” 

credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/richard-chase 

Richard Chase, the Vampire Killer, was ruled by his delusions — and a number of institutions failed to get him 

the help he needed. Credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/richard-chase 

A bloody footprint Chase left behind at the scene of his second murder. Credit 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/richard-chase   

Mug shot of a young Richard credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/richard-chase   

The box found in a church parking lot containing the remains of the child Chase absconded with. Credit You 

Tube 

Richard in red jacket credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/richard-chase   

Police sketch credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chase-richard-photos.htm 

Police mugshot - 1971. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chase-richard-photos.htm   

Richard being transported credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chase-richard-photos.htm 

Richard with belt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chase-richard-photos.htm   

Evelyn Miroth, victim. Jason Miroth, and David Ferreira Teresa Wallin.  credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chase-richard-photos.htm   

While Chase was in custody, detectives searched his apartment. What they found in the putrid-smellingplace was 

disgusting. Nearly everything was bloodstained, including food and drinking glasses.In the kitchen, they found 

several small pieces of bone, and some dishes in the refrigerator  

with body parts. One container held human brain tissue. An electric blender was badly  

stained and smelled of rot. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chase-richard-photos.htm   

Blender used by Richard Chase. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chase-richard-photos.htm  

https://allthatsinteresting.com/arthur-shawcross
http://serialkillersink.net/skistore/arthur-j-shawcross-9x12-vinyl-painting.html
http://serialkillersink.net/skistore/arthur-shawcross-16x20-kali.html
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https://www.serialpleasures.com/
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 The "Vampire of Sacramento" Richard Chase appears in court for his trial in 1979. Credit 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/303359724875156128/ 

Richard at court credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/LPOTL/comments/qrxwaw/necrophilic_cannibal_richard_trenton_chase_whose/ 

john george haigh 

John George Haigh, also known as the “Acid Bath Murderer.”Credit YouTube 

Investigators at the crime scene outside the warehouse where John George Haigh killed Olive Durand-Deacon. 

Credit YouTube 

John George Haigh during his trial. Credit Wikimedia Commons 

Police photograph of Haigh in 1949 credit Wikipedia 

Victim photos credit http://www.capitalpunishmentuk.org/Haigh.html 

Molly Lefebure and Dr Keith Simpson look for clues at Haigh’s premises credit https://www.express.co.uk/life-

style/science-technology/397499/The-man-who-made-dead-people-talk 

Acid Bath Murderer John Haigh is taken to court credit https://www.express.co.uk/life-style/science-

technology/397499/The-man-who-made-dead-people-talk   

Collecting evidence credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-2.htm 

A shopping list found in Haigh's possession containing items he used  

while dissolving his victims' bodies. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-2.htm 

Stored at the Crime Museum are the original tools of Haigh’s crimes;  

the gas mask, rubber gloves and apron he used to protect himself  

from the acid along with the false teeth of one of his victims. 

John George Haigh as a boy credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-1.htm 

John George Haigh as a boy. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-1.htm   

John George Haigh x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-1.htm     

John being transported x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-1.htm   

Letter from Haigh to his girlfriend, Barbara Stephens. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-

photos-1.htm   

Robert Pickton 

Pickton in a Television interview before his arrest. Credit Wikipedia 

Serial killer Robert Pickton was convicted on six counts of second-degree murder but is suspected of killing 

dozens of women who went missing from Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. Vancouver police were criticized for not 

taking the cases seriously because many of the missing were sex workers or addicts. Credit (Vancouver Police 

Dept) 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/303359724875156128/
https://www.reddit.com/r/LPOTL/comments/qrxwaw/necrophilic_cannibal_richard_trenton_chase_whose/
http://www.capitalpunishmentuk.org/Haigh.html
https://www.express.co.uk/life-style/science-technology/397499/The-man-who-made-dead-people-talk
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-2.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/haigh-john-photos-1.htm


Pickton seen working in 1994 in one of many buildings on his pig farm Credit: Ts-Keystone Usa 

Part of the site of the Coquitlam pig farm where Robert Pickton murdered his victims Credit: Rex Features 

Shown in this handout are the six victims, Marnie Frey, Sereena Abotsway, Brenda Wolfe, Andrea Joesbury, 

Georgina Pepin and Mona Wilson, the trial judge Justice James Williams, defence lawyer Peter Ritchie, 

prosecutor Michael Petrie and Pickton Credit: Canadian Press 

Pickton's brother David, who said he had no idea sex workers were being murdered at the farm Credit: AP: 

Associated Press 

A total of 200,000 DNA samples and 600,000 exhibits were seized by cops Credit: Rex Features 

Mementoes pinned on a makeshift memorial hold the names and reminisces of victims at the site of the Coquitlam 

pig farm Credit: Rex Features 

Pickton in jail credit https://www.ladbible.com/news/film-and-tv-news-new-documentary-reveals-crimes-of-

canadian-serial-killer-20180123 

Despite speculation, Pickton was only arrested in 2002. Credit: Court TV 

Magazine cover credit The Province  

Newspaper cover credit https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=128638175608640&set=pcb.128638292275295 

Robert Pickton at work x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pickton-robert-photos-1.htm 

Pickton being interviewed credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pickton-robert-photos-1.htm 

Screengrab of Robert Pickton in his prison cell speaking to an undercover police officer. x2 credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pickton-robert-photos-1.htm   

Robert Pickton at his trial. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pickton-robert-photos-1.htm   

Undated aerial photo of the Pickton's farm in Port Coquitlam taken several years before police seizedthe farm 

in 2002. At the time of this photo there was more green space on the farm, and fewer dirt piles left behind by 

the family's topsoil business.  

(Staff Sgt. Bloomquist/Supreme Court) 

April 2003 court evidence: Layout of Robert Pickton's mobile home trailer on his farm. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pickton-robert-photos-1.htm   

A photo entered in to evidence in the murder trial of Robert William Pickton in Port Coquitlam: Pickton's 

cluttered office, with the stuffed head of his pet horse Goldie in the upper left hand corner. 

A close up of the silver bag police found in Pickton's messy office room, which contained an asthma  

 inhaler prescribed to missing woman Sereena Abotsway, whom Pickton is accused of killing. A police officer is 

holding the asthma inhaler. The Crown says her DNA was found on two syringes in this room as well. 

Inside the slaughterhouse, which was located beside Pickton's trailer.  

In the photo is a freezer, a closet, two tables and a hook. A Crown witness testified that she saw  

Pickton butchering a woman in this building. The Crown also contends that Mona Wilson's partial  

remains were found in this building. The Vancouver Sun 

https://www.ladbible.com/news/film-and-tv-news-new-documentary-reveals-crimes-of-canadian-serial-killer-20180123
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=128638175608640&set=pcb.128638292275295
https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pickton-robert-photos-1.htm


This aerial view of Pickton property, the north end of 953 Dominion Ave. where  

Robert (Willie) Pickton lived, was shown in court on Feb. 13, 2007. 

A tube of lubricant found in the basement of the Picktons' farmhouse, in a plastic bag wtih nylon  

straps and a battery-operated dildo. Pickton trial evidence - photos from a package titled Exhibit #77 - 

Specific Photos. 

Picton letters credit https://www.cultcollectibles.org/shop/p/xzxcn4gmbdb4slijfltxq61k12dpjc 

Albert Fish 

Fish's mug shot after his arrest for grand larceny, 1903 colourised credit Wikipedia 

X-ray of Fish's pelvis and perineum, introduced as evidence at his trial, demonstrating more than two dozen 

self-embedded needles credit Wikipedia 

Grace Budd (1918–1928) credit Wikipedia 

Detectives swarm over the property at Wisteria Cottage in 1934 after Albert Fish confessed to murdering Grace 

Budd there and eating her. Picture: New York Daily News Archive 

Sadist and cannibal Albert Fish, one of the worst child killers in history, is pictured after having the last 

two of 29 needles extracted from his pelvis. Picture: New York Daily News Archive 

Fish murdered Grace Budd (above with her family) and then wrote her mother a letter about eating the 10-year-

old. 

Wisteria house in the background detectives in 1934 examine a doll's wig, women's shoes and a man's suit and 

ties found near where Albert Fish murdered Grace Budd. Picture: NY Daily News 

Newspaper clipping of Albert Fish’s 1934 arrest for Grace Budd’s kidnap and murder. Credit 

https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/real-life/news-life/the-million-dollar-house-where-albert-fish-the-reallife-

hannibal-lecter-ate-10yearold-grace-budd/news-story/c568b1840be5ab0b7af0370d9cfafb09 

An aerial of Wisteria House in 1934 as detectives swarmed over the property searching for the remains of Grace 

Budd and Fish’s other victims. Picture: NY Daily News Archive 

Close up of albert credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/i-made-up-mind-eat-7197600 

Albert being escorted credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/i-made-up-mind-eat-7197600 

Front page: News of Fish's confession credit daily news 

Albert Fish is led away by police after confessing to the murder of Grace Budd. (New York Daily News) 

Albert Fish confessing to the murder of Grace Budd. (New York Daily News) 

Killer: Fish in court as Grace's father identified him New York daily news 

Fish (center) after being arrested by Detective William F. King (left). Credit 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Albert_Fish 

https://www.cultcollectibles.org/shop/p/xzxcn4gmbdb4slijfltxq61k12dpjc
https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/real-life/news-life/the-million-dollar-house-where-albert-fish-the-reallife-hannibal-lecter-ate-10yearold-grace-budd/news-story/c568b1840be5ab0b7af0370d9cfafb09
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/i-made-up-mind-eat-7197600
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/i-made-up-mind-eat-7197600
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Albert_Fish


Fish's paddle credit https://onedio.co/content/american-boogeyman-the-disturbing-case-of-cannibalistic-serial-

killer-albert-fish-15736 

Alberts tools credit https://onedio.co/content/american-boogeyman-the-disturbing-case-of-cannibalistic-serial-

killer-albert-fish-15736   

Francis McDonnell Photo credit: findagrave.com 

Grace with her family x2 credit Facebook 

Hello kitty Murder 

The Hello Kitty Murder mermaid doll, in which the skull of Fan Man-yee was found. 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/hello-kitty-murder 

The apartment where Fan Man-yee was tortured and murdered. https://allthatsinteresting.com/hello-kitty-murder 

YouTubeFan Man-Yee, hostess and Hello Kitty Murder victim. https://allthatsinteresting.com/hello-kitty-murder 

Left, Chan Man-lok, and one of his henchmen, right. 

Chan Man-lok credit https://www.goalcast.com/hello-kitty-murder/ 

Burial 

Green burial credit https://www.orderofthegooddeath.com/resources/green-burial/ 

A reef ball that has been colonised by various marine life. The rough surface helps coral and algae grow on 

it. Photograph: Eternal Reefs 

Mushroom burial suit https://www.cultofweird.com/death/mushroom-burial-suit/ 

You are buried in the foetal position in a bag in the earth from which a tree of your choice feeds on ( Image: 

Capsula Mundi/Facebook) 

This man died just after the Civil War ... or did he? Credit USPTO 

Richard Laurence Marquette 

Mug shot credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Laurence_Marquette 

Photo: Richard Marquette in police custody in 1961 (The Oregonian) 

Portland FBI agent Dean W. Elson adds Marquette to the "Most Wanted" list. (The Oregonian) 

Marquette talking to FBI agents in 1961 (The Oregonian) 

Newspaper clipping credit https://www.oregonlive.com/news/g66l-2019/02/c86a2784723172/richard-marquette-case-

shocked-oregonians-after-butcher-slayer-scored-parole-killed-again.html 

Marquette being escorted credit the Oregonian 

Richard Marquette preparing for court (The Oregonian) 

https://onedio.co/content/american-boogeyman-the-disturbing-case-of-cannibalistic-serial-killer-albert-fish-15736
https://allthatsinteresting.com/hello-kitty-murder
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The Salem trailer park Marquette lived in after his parole (The Oregonian) 

Marquette in 1975 (The Oregonian) 

The slough where a victim's remains were found (The Oregonian) 

 

 

Fire 

Jon David Guerrero credit https://fox5sandiego.com/news/local-news/man-gets-life-without-parole-for-homeless-

killing-spree/ 

Victor Castigador credit Photo: Amelia Rafita / YouTube 

Bruce Lee credit Photo: Maya India / YouTube 

Guiseppe Pecararo Photo: Anirbas Association / YouTube 

Quinton Tellis credit Photo: CourtChatter Live / YouTube 

Thomas Sweatt credit Photo: Bureau Of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, And Explosives / atf.gov 

Juan Manuel Venegas credit Photo: Shasta County Sheriff / Shasta County Sheriff 

Stanley Ford  credit Photo: News 5 Cleveland / YouTube 

Michael W. Slager credit Photo: Columbus Ohio Police Department / Columbus Ohio Police Department 

Angelica Jo Whiteman credit Photo: Billings Montana Police Department / Billings Montana Police Department 

Paul knowles 

Mugshot x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-photos.htm 

Paul with plasters x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-photos.htm 

Paul with cigerette credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-photos.htm 

Paul being arrested credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-photos.htm 

The car used by Knowles the day of his arrest. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-

photos.htm   

Knowles was shot and killed by GBI Agent Ron Angel. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-

photos.htm     

Trooper Charles Eugene Campbell was abducted while on patrol  

and shot by Knowles in Pulaski County, Georgia. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-

photos.htm       

Newspaper Credit: MACON TELEGRAPH 

https://fox5sandiego.com/news/local-news/man-gets-life-without-parole-for-homeless-killing-spree/
https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/knowles-paul-john-photos.htm
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Paul knowles topless credit https://crimeculturepodcast.tumblr.com/post/185095502961/kaitlins-pick-alex-

pettyfer-as-paul-john-knowles 

Paul John Knowles undergoes an examination by Dr. Joseph A. Blissit after he was captured on November 17, 

1974. Knowles is being closely guarded by Henry County Investigators Paul Robbins (left) and Billy Payne 

(right). Afterwards, he was taken to the Henry County jail. (Photo courtesy of Warren L. Bond) 

Knowles being escorted by Payne and Robbins from Dr. Blissit’s office to the Henry County Jail. On the right is 

Henry County Chief Detective Philip S. Howard. (Photo courtesy of Warren L. Bond) 

Letters from Paul John Knowles to people who knew him 

https://www.11alive.com/gallery/news/investigations/casanova-killer/letters-from-the-casanova-killer/85-

e80fa3a3-2c49-4125-8835-4fabfcf72dbe 

Juan Carlos Hernandez Bejar and Patricia Martinez Bernal 

They were arrested in October 2018 when they were caught pushing a baby's pram full of human remains in the 

street   credit the attorney general's office of Mexico 

Juan Carlos Hernandez Bejar will never see the outside of a prison cell after fresh sentencing ( Image: CEN) 

Patricia Martinez Bernal ( Image: CEN) 

Hernandez Bejar explained to a doctor how much he hates women ( Image: CEN) 

Reginald Christie 

Victims 

Ruth Fuerst - aged 21 - died 1943, Murial Eady - aged 32 - died 1944, Beryl Evans - aged 20 - died 1949, 

Geraldine Evans (baby) - aged 15 months - died 1949, Ethel Christie - aged 54 - died 1952, Kathleen Maloney - 

aged - 26 - died – 1953, Rita Nelson - aged 24 - died 1953, Hectorina MacLennon - aged 26 - died 1953 credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-victims.htm 

John Reginald Christie as a boy credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm 

Christie in uniform x2 https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm 

Christie close up credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm 

Christie in suit credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm 

Christie and Ethel credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm 

Christie at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm 

Christie in the car credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm 

John Christie is taken into West London Police Court for his second remand hearing, 8th April 1953. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm   

1953: Crowds hope to catch a glimpse of murderer Reginald Christie  

as the police van arrives in Notting Hill, London. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-

https://crimeculturepodcast.tumblr.com/post/185095502961/kaitlins-pick-alex-pettyfer-as-paul-john-knowles
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photos-1.htm     

John Christie arriving at court in London to face four charges of murder, 8th April 1953. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm       

Execution order credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm       

15th July 1953: Crowds looking at the death certificate of murderer John Reginald Christie,  

after his execution at Pentonville Prison. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-

1.htm   

Newspaper article credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-1.htm   

1st April 1953: Police guarding 10 Rillington Place, home of the murderer John Reginald Christie. Credit  

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-2.htm 

Floor boards at 10 Rillington place credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-2.htm 

Bodies in the wall  x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-2.htm 

Police at the garden credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-photos-2.htm 

Convicted killer Timothy John Evans x2, hanged for murdering his baby daughter, though there  

were subsequently grave doubts about the justice of the conviction. Later it was discovered  

that the murder was committed by John Reginald Christie. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-

john-evanses.htm 

Beryl and Geraldine Evans credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/christie-john-evanses.htm 

The Colonial Parkway Killer 

Rebecca Dowski, top left, and Cathleen Thomas, bottom left, were killed Oct. 12, 1986. Robin Edwards, top row 

and second to the left, and David Knobling, bottom row and second to the left, were murdered Sept. 23, 1987. 

Keith Call, top row and third to the left, and Cassandra Hailey disappeared April 10, 1988. They were never 

found. Annamarie Phelps, top right, and Daniel Lauer, bottom right, disappeared Sept. 5, 1989. (File photos) 

Map credit https://www.dailypress.com/virginiagazette/va-vg-colonial-parkway-murders-anniversary-1024-

20211022-76jkpte6qvez7onybmhbhp7nfi-story.html 

Picture of road birdseye view credit https://www.zodiacciphers.com/the-colonial-parkway-murders.html 

Road sign credit https://medium.com/unburied/the-colonial-parkway-murders-a-tale-of-two-killers-1e8fda367a48 

The bodies of Annamaria and Daniel were found six weeks after they disappeared, just over a mile from where 

his car had been located. This crime scene photo shows tent erected over their remains as investigators work 

in the rain to recover every clue. Credit https://wildbluepress.com/special-kind-evil-blaine-pardoe-photo-

gallery/ 

A crime scene photograph showing the roadway leading back into the woods. The killer(s) drove Daniel and 

Annamaria back here in the darkness Credit https://wildbluepress.com/special-kind-evil-blaine-pardoe-photo-

gallery/   
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Black and white photo of police searching credit https://colonialghosts.com/the-colonial-parkway-murders-a-

report/ 

Murder: Thomas's white 1980 Honda Civic, had been pushed down an embankment off of the Colonial Parkway in 

Williamsburg credit Oxygen 

Thomas and Dowski had been strangled and their throats were slashed, though there was no evidence of sexual 

assault credit oxygen 

Crime scene: Pettler questioned if the women knew their killer, noting that Thomas's throat wound was far more 

severe than Dowski's  credit oxygen 

Newspaper credit https://www.facebook.com/ColonialParkwayCase/posts/welcome-again-to-from-the-archives-where-

weve-decided-to-address-the-elephant-in/2143602509218305/ 

 

José Ramos and Catarina Palse 

Police note on the release of Catharina Palse in the newspaper A Federation credit Wikipedia 

Porto Alegre, Rua da Ponte (now Rua Riachuelo) beginning of the 20th century credit https://litera.mus.br/os-

crimes-da-rua-do-arvoredo-as-linguicas-de-carne-humana/ 

Porto Alegre, Rua Fernando Machado (formerly Rua do Arvoredo) 19th century credit https://litera.mus.br/os-

crimes-da-rua-do-arvoredo-as-linguicas-de-carne-humana/   

19th century Public Prison, where José Ramos was imprisoned credit https://litera.mus.br/os-crimes-da-rua-do-

arvoredo-as-linguicas-de-carne-humana/   

  

Crimes police manuscript credit https://litera.mus.br/os-crimes-da-rua-do-arvoredo-as-linguicas-de-carne-

humana/     

Signature of José Ramos credit https://litera.mus.br/os-crimes-da-rua-do-arvoredo-as-linguicas-de-carne-

humana/       

Rua do Arvoredo in the 19th century, suggested by some historians as this house in front of a well, the 

location of the crimes credit https://litera.mus.br/os-crimes-da-rua-do-arvoredo-as-linguicas-de-carne-

humana/         

Promession 

Promession relies on a machine to shake your cryogenically-frozen remains into dust and Swedish biologist 

Susanne Wiigh-Mäsak   Credit: Promessa 

Machine credit http://dyingwords.net/tag/promession/ 

Matej Curko 

Matej with friends credit https://kosice.korzar.sme.sk/c/6521602/policia-curko-vrazdil-kanibalizmus-

nedokazali.html 

https://colonialghosts.com/the-colonial-parkway-murders-a-report/
https://www.facebook.com/ColonialParkwayCase/posts/welcome-again-to-from-the-archives-where-weve-decided-to-address-the-elephant-in/2143602509218305/
https://litera.mus.br/os-crimes-da-rua-do-arvoredo-as-linguicas-de-carne-humana/
http://dyingwords.net/tag/promession/
https://kosice.korzar.sme.sk/c/6521602/policia-curko-vrazdil-kanibalizmus-nedokazali.html


Among the evidence found in Čurko's backpack were also sets of rubber gloves and a large amount of black 

pepper. https://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/247934-pripad-udajneho-kanibala-curka-ukoncili/ 

3 pictures of Matej credit https://parameter.sk/matej-curko 

Matej and victims credit https://www.memurlar.net/album/2782 

Forensics workers credit https://www.buongiornoslovacchia.sk/index.php/archives/19104 

Matej’s home credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/curko-matej-photos.htm 

Matej in camo gear credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/curko-matej-photos.htm 

X3 evidence photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/curko-matej-photos.htm 

Lucia Uchnarova, 20. And Elena Gudjakova credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/curko-matej-photos.htm   

Chijon Family 

Korean Cinema Today 2014, Non-fiction Diary, film still, © Promo 

Picture of the family credit Facebook 

Picture of the boys being interviewed credit https://mubi.com/films/non-fiction-diary 

One of the family demonstrating their crimes credit https://www.facebook.com/HckerVip1/posts/la-familia-de-

chijondnfgh-hacking-cracking-peliculas-asesinoserial-historiasdete/806339610098457/ 

The family sitting head bowed credit https://board.postjung.com/990498 

Black and white photo of the family https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0zS9y9I2Hs 

The Chijon Family in front of their weapons credit Wikipedia   

Enriqueta Martí 

Enriqueta Martí, 'the Vampire of Barcelona', sowed terror in Barcelona in 1912 due to numerous cases of 

kidnapping, prostitution and murder of minors credit  

https://twitter.com/CarmenMartnezV4/status/1053650464569483264 

Enriqueta Marti credit https://barcelonalowdown.com/enriqueta-marti-vampire-raval/ 

Enriquete with her victims credit https://darkgothiclolita.forumcommunity.net/?t=57723294 

Small picture of enriquete and her being arrested credit https://anomalien.com/enriqueta-marti-child-killer-

known-as-the-vampire-of-barcelona/  

Enriqueta Martí and the two kidnapped girls credit https://darkgothiclolita.forumcommunity.net/?t=57723294 

Teresita Guitart Congost: the little girl saved by the vampire of Barcelona and returned to her family credit 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/serialkillerprojects/enriqueta-martì-the-vampire-of-barcelona/victims-whom-

survived/ 

  

Police searches near Enriqueta's home looking for human remains credit https://www.trentaminuti.it/enriqueta-

https://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/247934-pripad-udajneho-kanibala-curka-ukoncili/
https://parameter.sk/matej-curko
https://www.memurlar.net/album/2782
https://www.buongiornoslovacchia.sk/index.php/archives/19104
https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/curko-matej-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/curko-matej-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/curko-matej-photos.htm
https://mubi.com/films/non-fiction-diary
https://board.postjung.com/990498
https://twitter.com/CarmenMartnezV4/status/1053650464569483264
https://barcelonalowdown.com/enriqueta-marti-vampire-raval/
https://anomalien.com/enriqueta-marti-child-killer-known-as-the-vampire-of-barcelona/
https://darkgothiclolita.forumcommunity.net/?t=57723294
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/serialkillerprojects/enriqueta-mart%C3%AC-the-vampire-of-barcelona/victims-whom-survived/
https://www.trentaminuti.it/enriqueta-marti-serial-killer-bambini-spagnola-vampira-di-barcellona.html


marti-serial-killer-bambini-spagnola-vampira-di-barcellona.html 

  

Some of the possible victims of the Vampire of Barcelona credit https://www.trentaminuti.it/enriqueta-marti-

serial-killer-bambini-spagnola-vampira-di-barcellona.html   

Cartoon of Marti credit https://www.llegendesdecatalunya.cat/la-mala-dona-den-marc-pastor-des-de-linfern-de-

la-barcelona-de-1912/ 

Police searches near Enriqueta's home looking for human remains credit https://www.trentaminuti.it/enriqueta-

marti-serial-killer-bambini-spagnola-vampira-di-barcellona.html   

 

Texas Killing Fields 

victim photos credit aetv.com 

Edward Harold Bell in a 1978 booking photo and a more recent TDCJ mugshot. Credit 

https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/news/2017/10/18/243184/investigators-think-they-know-who-killed-

eleven-girls-around-galveston-in-the-1970s-2/ 

The texas killing field memorials credit https://www.netflix.com/tudum/articles/crime-scene-the-texas-killing-

fields-release-date-cast-news 

All four of the killings were never solved, leaving many to wonder - was one killer responsible for all of the 

deaths or were the cases unrelated? The area is seen in this arial photo credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-11409791/Netflix-series-lays-bare-chilling-story-Texas-Killing-

Fields-four-bodies-found.html 

23-year-old Heide Villarreal-Fye (seen) disappeared in October of 1983. Her body was discovered in the field 

six months later - in April 1984 

Later that year, in September 1984, 16-year-old Laura Miller (pictured) went missing. Her body was later 

uncovered in February 1986, 60-feet away from where police found Heidi 

While digging up Laura's body, investigators were stunned to discover the remains of another woman - who was 

later identified as Audrey Lee Cook (seen in a rendered photo), 30 

In recent years, officials were also able to identify the fourth body that had been found in the Texas Killing 

Fields as 34-year-old Donna Prudhomme. She is seen in a rendered photo 

Credit league city police departement 

A Texas Monthly reporter previously described the area as 'sultry and sinister,' explaining it's the perfect 

place for a killer to hide a body because it's only one mile away from Interstate 45 credit Netflix 

He said: 'Of all the dumping grounds around this country that there have been, this is about - for a serial 

killer - as good a place as they come.' The field is seen above credit Netflix 

Family at memorial credit Netflix 

Map Photo: Facebook/The Morgue Files Cold Cases And Unsolved Mysteries 

https://www.trentaminuti.it/enriqueta-marti-serial-killer-bambini-spagnola-vampira-di-barcellona.html
https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/news/2017/10/18/243184/investigators-think-they-know-who-killed-eleven-girls-around-galveston-in-the-1970s-2/
https://www.netflix.com/tudum/articles/crime-scene-the-texas-killing-fields-release-date-cast-news
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-11409791/Netflix-series-lays-bare-chilling-story-Texas-Killing-Fields-four-bodies-found.html


 

Peter Bryan 

Mugshot topless credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm 

Peter in handcuffs credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm 

Peter Bryan is led from court in handcuffs after he was jailed for life for murdering Mr Cherry. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm 

Tarpaulin covers the flat in Walthamstow, the scene of a murderous act  

of cannibalism on victim Brian Cherry. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm   

Forensic scientists arrive at the Walthamstow flat in 2004 after the dismembered body was found. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm     

What police found: A graphic of the scene after Bryan killed and dismembered Brian Cherry. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm 

Newspaper article credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm   

Shop assistant Nisha Sheth was beaten to death in 1993 and Brian Cherry, a friend of Bryan’s, was butchered in 

2004. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm   

 

Peter Tobin 

Close up of Tobin credit https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-51114483 

Angelika's body was found under the floorboards in a room at the church credit https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-

scotland-51114483   

The disappearance of Vicky Hamilton triggered one of Scotland's biggest missing persons' inquiries credit PA 

MEDIA 

A dagger was found hidden in the loft of the Bathgate property in 2007 CREDIT THE cROWN OFFICE 

Dinah McNicol went missing in August 1991 Credit Essex Police 

An aerial view of Tobin's former home at 50 Irvine Drive, Margate credit PA 

Court sketch of Tobin during the Dinah McNicol murder trial in 2009 credit PA 

The last police photograph of Peter Tobin was released in 2009 Credit Essex Police 

Pictures of Tobin and information about his life were shared on the BBC Crimewatch website Credit BBC 

Crimewatch 

Tobin young Credit https://www.oxygen.com/living-with-a-serial-killer/crime-news/scottish-serial-killer-peter-

tobins-ex-wife-speaks-out 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bryan-peter-photos.htm
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-51114483


Peter Tobin, Cathy Wilson, their son Daniel. Credit https://www.oxygen.com/living-with-a-serial-killer/crime-

news/scottish-serial-killer-peter-tobins-ex-wife-speaks-out   

Area under the church where Angelika Kluk's body was found. Credit https://www.oxygen.com/living-with-a-

serial-killer/crime-news/scottish-serial-killer-peter-tobins-ex-wife-speaks-out   

Missing person poster Credit https://www.oxygen.com/living-with-a-serial-killer/crime-news/scottish-serial-

killer-peter-tobins-ex-wife-speaks-out   

Backyard of home in Margate where Peter Tobin lived and buried the bodies of Vicky Hamilton and Dinah McNicol. 

Credit https://www.oxygen.com/living-with-a-serial-killer/crime-news/scottish-serial-killer-peter-tobins-ex-

wife-speaks-out     

Tobin remains in jail over the horrifying murders - having already spent time in jail for the rape of two 

teenage girlsCredit: Crime Investigation 

Peter Tobin stabbed and gagged 23-year-old Polish student Angelika Kluk in September 2006 before hiding her 

remains beneath the floorboards of a Glasgow churchCredit: PA:Press Association 

Tobin before he died credit The Daily Scottish Express 

Tobin outside Edinburgh High Court in 2007. (Image: Leon McGowran) 

Tobin outside court in 2007 Credit: Peter Kelly 

Peter Tobin (left), police digging up his garden to find bodies of two teenage girls (top right) and flowers at 

the scene to where they were found (bottom right). Picture: STRATHCLYDE POLICE 

  

Dorángel Vargas 

Convicted of killing 11 men, Gomez is suspected of killing many more credit 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/cannibal-killer-used-tongues-stew-26965810 

All other photos credit https://www.facebook.com/351680722226756/posts/dorangel-vargas-killed-and-ate-at-

least-10-people-he-only-ate-men-because-he-sai/822371928490964/ 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Dorángel_Vargas 

https://murderpedia.org/male.V/v/vargas-dorancel.htm 

 

Leonarda Cianciulli 

Mug shot credit wikipedia 

: Leonarda Cianciulli in March 1946 during an interview with the Italian psychiatrist Filippo Saporito (1870-1955) in the criminal 

asylum of Aversa credit https://weirditaly.com/2013/04/25/leonarda-cianciulli-the-soapmaker-of-correggio/ 

Leonarda Cianciulli — the famous soap maker of Correggio. Source: Stories from the Neighbourhood. 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/cannibal-killer-used-tongues-stew-26965810
https://www.facebook.com/351680722226756/posts/dorangel-vargas-killed-and-ate-at-least-10-people-he-only-ate-men-because-he-sai/822371928490964/
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Dor%C3%A1ngel_Vargas
https://murderpedia.org/male.V/v/vargas-dorancel.htm
https://weirditaly.com/2013/04/25/leonarda-cianciulli-the-soapmaker-of-correggio/


 Leonara Cianciulli’s victims and her preferred murder weapons in the Italian Criminology Museum. Credit 

Wikimedia Commons 

Victim photo credit https://dirkdeklein.net/2016/08/23/leonarda-cianciulli-soap-maker-and-serial-killer/ 

Kitchen implements used credit https://dirkdeklein.net/2016/08/23/leonarda-cianciulli-soap-maker-and-serial-

killer/ 

Leonarda Cianciulli, archive photo credit AP 

Leonarda writing credit AP 

Leonarda at court 1946 credit https://www.lavanguardia.com/sucesos/20201211/6111390/leonarda-cianciulli-

tarotista-jabon-pastas-te-jabonera-correggio-las-caras-del-mal.html#foto-2 

Leonarda Cianciulli trial  x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/female.C/c/cianciulli-leonarda-photos-1.htm 

Giuseppe, the oldest son of Leonarda Cianciulli during the trial credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.C/c/cianciulli-leonarda-photos-2.htm 

The pot credit https://murderpedia.org/female.C/c/cianciulli-leonarda-photos-2.htm 

Bruce Mcarthur  

 Bruce McArthur, shown in his high school yearbook photo in 1970, began working in Eaton's in Toronto shortly 

after graduation. (Fenelon Falls Secondary School yearbook, 1969-70) 

Grad photo and year book photo credit https://www.kawartha411.ca/2018/01/19/yearbook-photo-shows-accused-

killer-at-fenelon-falls-secondary-school/ 

Bruce McArthur posing by a rock credit  (Facebook/Canadian Press) 

All pictures of Bruce smiling credit Facebook 

Bruce smiling in grey top credit https://people.com/crime/canadian-serial-killer-bruce-mcarthur-pleads-guilty-

to-murdering-8-men/ 

Bruce McArthur's profile on app manjam describes him as spiritual and liberal. In his bio he writes that he's 

'not sure' what he's looking for. Credit (CBC) 

Bruce McArthur's Facebook christmas post (Facebook/Bruce McArthur ) 

The men Bruce McArthur killed: They are, top, from left to right: Kirushnakumar Kanagaratnam, Majeed Kayhan, 

Skandaraj (Skanda) Navaratnam and Abdulbasir Faizi; and bottom, from left to right: Selim Esen, Soroush 

Mahmudi, Dean Lisowick and Andrew Kinsman. - Star composite 

Photo in orange top and tuxedo credit Facebook 

Interrogation still credit https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/bruce-mcarthur-denies-assaulting-man-in-previously-

unreleased-2016-police-interview-1.5647668 

Forensics team photos x2 credit Toronto Star 

https://dirkdeklein.net/2016/08/23/leonarda-cianciulli-soap-maker-and-serial-killer/
https://dirkdeklein.net/2016/08/23/leonarda-cianciulli-soap-maker-and-serial-killer/
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Court sketches credit BBC 

Missing poster and victim photos credit Facebook 

 

H H Holmes 

Colourised photos of h h Holmes, maps and mugshots  credit https://www.facebook.com/holmeshorror/ 

Newspaper articles credit Reddit 

Mugshot of Henry Howard Holmes, c. 1895 credit Wikipedia 

H. H. Holmes's Castle credit Wikipedia 

August 11, 1895, Joseph Pulitzer's "The World" showing a fictional floor plan of Holmes's "Murder Castle" and 

left to right top to bottom scenes found inside it – including a vault, a crematorium, trapdoor in floor and a 

quicklime grave with bones. Credit Wikipedia 

April 12, 1896, newspaper, the New York Journal, showing at top the exterior and interior of Holmes's 

"Castle"; the bottom picture is the trunk he used to murder the Pitezel sisters. Credit Wikipedia 

Newspaper account of Holmes's confession, including hand-drawn illustrations of the judge at his trial (lower 

left) and ten of his suspected victims, with B. Pitezel at centre credit Wikipedia 

Execution of H. H. Holmes (Moyamensing Prison, Philadelphia, 1896) credit Wikipedia 

Darren Deon Vann 

Vann holding woman hostage credit Reddit 

Lake County Sheriff's Dept. mugshot c. 2014 credit Wikipedia 

 Mugshot in stripey top credit Lake County Sheriff's Dept 

Mug shot of Darren Deon Vann, suspect serial killer. Credit https://abc7chicago.com/darren-vann-serial-killer-

gary-afrikka-hardy/478488/ 

One of the homes in which a body was found is seen, Oct. 20, 2014, at 2200 Massachusetts St. in Gary, Ind. 

Credit John J. Watkins/The Times/AP Photo 

The back of a house in Gary, Ind., where the body of a woman was found, Oct. 19, 2014. Jim Karczewsk/AP Photo 

Inside the house credit https://app.emaze.com/@AQICZWOW#/Home 

Aurora resident Afrikka Hardy (left), 19, 36-year-old Kristine Williams (center), and Anith Jones (right), 35, 

of Merrillville, Ind. 53-year-old Sonya Billingsley (left), Tanya Gatlin (center), 27,  Teaira Batey (right), 

28, and Tracy Martin, 41 were all murder victims of Darren Vann   credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6620189/Five-abandoned-homes-used-Indiana-serial-killer-Darren-Vann-

demolished.html 

https://www.facebook.com/holmeshorror/
https://abc7chicago.com/darren-vann-serial-killer-gary-afrikka-hardy/478488/
https://app.emaze.com/@AQICZWOW#/Home
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6620189/Five-abandoned-homes-used-Indiana-serial-killer-Darren-Vann-demolished.html


Marvin Clinton on Monday maintains a makeshift memorial honouring his fiancée, murder victim Teaira Batey, near 

the now-vacant lot where her body was found in 2014 credit AP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

August Technology 

Internet timeline credit https://www.globalvillagespace.com/a-timeline-of-the-internet/ 

Steven Grieveson 

Young Steven credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grieveson-steven-photos.htm 

Grieveson, left, pictured as a teenager playing football. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grieveson-

steven-photos.htm 

Steven Grieveson leaving Newcastle Crown Court in custody in 1996 during his trial  

for the murders of Thomas Kelly, David Hanson and David Grieff. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grieveson-steven-photos.htm   

Steven x2  as a young man credit credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grieveson-steven-photos.htm   

Former soldier Robert Martin appearing during the hunt for his missing fourteen-year-old  

son Simon in 1990. 

https://www.globalvillagespace.com/a-timeline-of-the-internet/
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grieveson-steven-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grieveson-steven-photos.htm


'Traumatic and life-changing': Mr Martin gives a statement outside of Newcastle Crown  

Court on October 24, 2013. 

Victims Thomas Kelly, 18, David Hanson, 15, David Grieff, 15, Simon Martin, 14. 

The  allotment where the body of one of Steven Grieveson's three teenage  victims was found. Photograph: North 

News & Pictures  

John Edward Robinson 

Childhood photo credit You Tube 

Black and white slave master photo credit https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/ 

3 photos of john as a child credit https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/ 

Beloving wife Nancy Jo Lynch (left) was not aware of her husband's sinister double-life. credit 

https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/   

 

 Robinson's c. 1985 mug shot, taken by Johnson County Sheriff's Dept. 

John Edward Robinson and one of his victims, Lisa Stasi. Credit https://heavy.com/news/2019/10/serial-killer-

john-edward-robinson-victims-list/ 

Close up of john credit https://www.investigationdiscovery.com/crimefeed/serial-killer/the-internets-first-

serial-killer-john-edward-robinson-the-internet-slavemaster 

Mugshot credit Clay County Sheriff 

Robinson during his trial. Credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/John_Edward_Robinson 

Side profile credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/robinson-john-edward-photos.htm 

X2 John Edward Robinson Sr. walks into a video conference room at the Johnson County Adult  

Detention Center in Olathe, Kan., Monday, June 5, 2000, for his first appearance in  

court on charges of two counts of sexual assault and one count of felony theft. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/robinson-john-edward-photos.htm 

February 10, 2001 - John E. Robinson sits silently at the defence table and listens to Judge John  

Anderson on the final day of his preliminary hearing at the Johnson County Courthouse in Olathe. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/robinson-john-edward-photos.htm 

John at court Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/robinson-john-edward-photos.htm   

John E. Robinson, Prison Photo ID. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/robinson-john-edward-photos.htm   

Aerial view of serial killer John Edward Robinson Sr.'s home June 6, 2000 in Linn County, Kansas.  

Robinson used the alias 'Slavemaster' on the internet to lure women into sexual relations.  

Two female bodies were found June 3, 2000 on his property in 55-gallon drums. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/robinson-john-edward-photos.htm     

https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/
https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/
https://heavy.com/news/2019/10/serial-killer-john-edward-robinson-victims-list/
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Trailer home, investigation. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/robinson-john-edward-photos.htm     

Uncle John holding me as a baby. Credit ABC 

Mugshot credit Photo: Johnson County Sheriff's Department 

Mugshot Photo: via YouTube 

Victims Lisa Stasi, 19, Paula Godfrey, 19, Catherine Clampitt, 27, Beverly Bonner, 49, Sheila Dale Faith, 45, 

Debbie Lynn Faith, 15, Izabela Lewicka, 21, Suzette Trouten, 28. 

Izabel Lewicka: One of the photos police found in the posession Robinson. Credit 

https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/ 

Robinson with his girlfriend at the time. Credit https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/   

Artwork  JOHN E. ROBINSON (B. 1943) El Dorado Correctional Facility (E.D.C.F.) credit 

http://www.windowsondeathrow.com/john-e-robinson 

 

Zhou Kehua ATM Killer 

2x pictures of Zhou dead credit https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1020412/chongqing-police-face-web-

rumours-fugitive-zhou-kehua-isnt-dead 

Mug shot credit Wikipedia 

3x photos of Zhou credit https://www.chinasmack.com/serial-murderer-zhou-kehua-shot-dead-chinese-reactions 

2x crime scene photos of Zhou’s equipment credit https://www.chinasmack.com/serial-murderer-zhou-kehua-shot-

dead-chinese-reactions 

CCTV pictures Credit: © Caters News Agency 

  

Todd Kohlhepp 

Todd in blue TIM KIMZEY/THE SPARTANBURG HERALD-JOURNAL/AP 

Young Todd in suit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10704364/ 

Todd at court credit The Greenville News 

Todd in truck COURTESY OF INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY 

Business card COURTESY OF INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY 

Todd Kohlhepp [Investigation Discovery 

Todd in suit credit  [Investigation Discovery] 

SCDC Inmate Photo 

https://www.bizarrepedia.com/slavemaster/
http://www.windowsondeathrow.com/john-e-robinson
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1020412/chongqing-police-face-web-rumours-fugitive-zhou-kehua-isnt-dead
https://www.chinasmack.com/serial-murderer-zhou-kehua-shot-dead-chinese-reactions
https://www.chinasmack.com/serial-murderer-zhou-kehua-shot-dead-chinese-reactions
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10704364/


Todd in orange credit https://fameonly.com/kala-brown-net-worth/ 

Victim photos credit https://www.wyff4.com/article/confessed-upstate-serial-killer-expected-to-appear-in-

court-friday/25646035 

Todd in court credit https://www.wyff4.com/article/confessed-upstate-serial-killer-expected-to-appear-in-

court-friday/25646035 

Victim Image x2 Credit: 7th Circuit Solicitor's Office 

Todds property https://www.wspa.com/news/todd-kohlhepps-property-sold-for-500k/ 

Kala Brown was the only surviving victim of serial killer Todd Kohlhepp. https://allthatsinteresting.com/kala-

brown 

Police gaining entry credit Spartanburg 7th Circuit Solicitor’s Office 

Kala Brown as police discovered her inside the shipping container. Credit Spartanburg 7th Circuit Solicitor’s 

Office 

Amazon review credit Amazon 

Video recordings of a shocking confession from South Carolina serial killer Todd Kohlhepp are released. His 

jailhouse interviews are just part of hundreds of pieces of evidence detectives used to make seven cases, and 

send him to prison with seven life sentences. (Photo credit: https://wlos.com/news/local/newly-released-

evidence-in-todd-kohlhepp-serial-murder-case 

The area where Kohlhepp kept his sole surviving victim, a woman who was found and rescued from captivity in a 

storage container. (Photo credit: Spartanburg County Sheriff's Office) 

The area where Kohlhepp kept his sole surviving victim, a woman who was found and rescued from captivity in a 

storage container. (Photo credit: Spartanburg County Sheriff's Office) 

Todd as a baby credit https://www.amazon.com/Serial-Killer-Devil-Unchained-

Season/dp/B0924G7SSF/ref=atv_pr_sw_sc 

Victim photos https://www.nbc4i.com/news/south-carolina-serial-killer-todd-kohlhepp-gets-7-life-sentences-

plus-60-years/ 

A firearm and clip from Todd Kohlhepp's home at 213 Windsong Way. Credit 

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/crime/2017/05/25/todd-kohlhepp-timeline-events/343881001/ 

Firearm and clip attached to a tactical bag gear in a backpack at Todd Kohlhepp's home on Windsong Way. Credit 

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/crime/2017/05/25/todd-kohlhepp-timeline-events/343881001/   

Firearm in the trunk of Todd Kohlhepp's SUV on Windsong Way. Credit 

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/crime/2017/05/25/todd-kohlhepp-timeline-events/343881001/   

Evidence markers next to items on the floor beside a bed on Todd Kohlhepp's property on Wofford Road. Credit 

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/crime/2017/05/25/todd-kohlhepp-timeline-events/343881001/   

Kohlhepp’s house | Photo Credits: flickr.com 

https://fameonly.com/kala-brown-net-worth/
https://www.wyff4.com/article/confessed-upstate-serial-killer-expected-to-appear-in-court-friday/25646035
https://www.wspa.com/news/todd-kohlhepps-property-sold-for-500k/
https://allthatsinteresting.com/kala-brown
https://wlos.com/news/local/newly-released-evidence-in-todd-kohlhepp-serial-murder-case
https://www.amazon.com/Serial-Killer-Devil-Unchained-Season/dp/B0924G7SSF/ref=atv_pr_sw_sc
https://www.nbc4i.com/news/south-carolina-serial-killer-todd-kohlhepp-gets-7-life-sentences-plus-60-years/
https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/crime/2017/05/25/todd-kohlhepp-timeline-events/343881001/


Authorities gain access into the previously locked structures. Credit 

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/crime/2017/05/25/todd-kohlhepp-timeline-events/343881001/     

Arrest photo credit https://www.wcbi.com/serial-killer-todd-kohlhepp-my-golf-game-was-weak-my-kill-game-is-

strong/ 

Ted Kaczynski 

Ted at Harvard credit https://www.history.com/news/what-happened-to-the-unabomber-at-harvard 

Ted being arrested credit https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ted-Kaczynski 

Ted surrounded by press credit https://www.infobae.com/historias/2023/01/22/unabomber-el-enigma-sobre-su-

presente-y-la-carcel-de-maxima-seguridad-que-lo-sepulto-en-vida/ 

Ted with FBI Credit https://www.history.com/topics/crime/unabomber-ted-kaczynski 

Revised FBI sketch of serial bomber known as the Unabomber, based on witness recollection after killing of 

store manager Hugh Scrutton. (Credit: Allan Tannenbaum 

American domestic terrorist and mathematics teacher Ted Kaczynski during an interview in a visiting room at 

the Federal ADX Supermax prison in Florence, Colorado, 1999. (Credit: Stephen J. Dubner) 

Ted Kaczynski drivers license Illinois (cropped).jpg - Wikimedia Commons 

Mug shot credit https://www.welt.de/vermischtes/weltgeschehen/article13378024/Das-Erbe-eines-Genies-das-

Terrorist-wurde.html 

 Booking photo of Theodore Kaczynski credit FBI 

David Kaczynski, left, and his older brother Theodore John Kaczynski, center, in a sandbox with neighbors. 

Photograph: AP 

Book cover credit https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/feb/07/unabomber-ted-kaczynski-brother-david-

kaczynski-every-last-tie-book 

Ted and David Photo: Courtesy of David Kaczynski 

Ted and David as teenagers Photo: Courtesy of David Kaczynski 

David Kaczynski (R), the brother of Unabomber suspect Theodore Kaczynski, holds hands with his mother Wanda 

(L) as they arrive at the Federal Courthouse in downtown Sacramento credit Oxygen  

FBI Poster credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward 

Young Ted in green credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward 

Teds mailbox credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward 

Teds arrest in Montana credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward 

Uni card credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted black and white photos credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

https://www.wcbi.com/serial-killer-todd-kohlhepp-my-golf-game-was-weak-my-kill-game-is-strong/
https://www.history.com/news/what-happened-to-the-unabomber-at-harvard
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ted-Kaczynski
https://www.infobae.com/historias/2023/01/22/unabomber-el-enigma-sobre-su-presente-y-la-carcel-de-maxima-seguridad-que-lo-sepulto-en-vida/
https://www.history.com/topics/crime/unabomber-ted-kaczynski
https://www.welt.de/vermischtes/weltgeschehen/article13378024/Das-Erbe-eines-Genies-das-Terrorist-wurde.html
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/feb/07/unabomber-ted-kaczynski-brother-david-kaczynski-every-last-tie-book
https://archive.org/details/FBIReward
https://archive.org/details/FBIReward
https://archive.org/details/FBIReward
https://archive.org/details/FBIReward


Ted and his dad credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted driver's license credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted and David in hat as children credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted and family credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted yearbook credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted as a boy x2 credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted with friends' credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted in snow credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted in the back at school credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted as a boy x3 credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted at school with friends' credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

Ted in fields credit https://archive.org/details/FBIReward   

The cabin near Lincoln, Montana, where Kaczynski was arrested on April 3, 1996. Credit 

https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/unabomber 

Shrapnel from one of Kaczynski’s bombs. These pieces stem from a February 1987 bombing in Salt Lake City, 

Utah. Credit https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/unabomber   

Kaczynski's diplomas from Harvard University and the University of Michigan credit Wikipedia 

Kaczynski's birth certificate and several of his driver's licenses credit Wikipedia 

An FBI reproduction of one of Kaczynski's bombs, once on display at the now-defunct Newseum in Washington, 

D.C. 

Gilberto Valle 

GIlberto Valle, shown in 2014. Photo: AP Photo/Seth Wenig  

Gilberto smiling credit https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cannibal-cop-gilberto-valle-found-guilty-of-plot-to-

kidnap-kill-and-eat-women/ 

Gilberto in a suit credit https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-30032558 

Gilberto Valle x3 OkCupid Profile 

2x gill in uniform credit OKCupid 

Gilberto on a tube credit HBO 

Gilberto in cap credit https://nypost.com/2016/09/18/cannibal-cop-says-hes-a-hot-dish-on-dating-scene/ 

https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/unabomber
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cannibal-cop-gilberto-valle-found-guilty-of-plot-to-kidnap-kill-and-eat-women/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-30032558
https://nypost.com/2016/09/18/cannibal-cop-says-hes-a-hot-dish-on-dating-scene/


News paper front credit The New York Post 

Kathleen and Gilberto credit https://www.kidspot.com.au/parenting/real-life/in-the-news/i-thought-my-husband-

was-cheating-the-truth-was-much-worse/news-story/132451d069852f2f929dc395004fa43e 

Gilberto with his daughter. credit https://www.kidspot.com.au/parenting/real-life/in-the-news/i-thought-my-

husband-was-cheating-the-truth-was-much-worse/news-story/132451d069852f2f929dc395004fa43e 

Gilberto in jumper credit https://www.kidspot.com.au/parenting/real-life/in-the-news/i-thought-my-husband-was-

cheating-the-truth-was-much-worse/news-story/132451d069852f2f929dc395004fa43e 

Trial of 'Cannibal Cop' Gilberto Valle: Web Chats Scribd 

Social media  

Megan Meier credit https://www.meganmeierfoundation.org/megans-story 

"A Rape on Campus" is a retracted, defamatory Rolling Stone magazine article written by Sabrina Erdely credit 

Wikipedia 

Lincoln Lewis credit Wikipedia 

Alicia Kozakiewicz credit Wiki Commons 

Kacy Woody https://www.nerderyandmurdery.com/episodes/ep-40-indie-songs-you-have-to-have-in-your-playlist-

part-3-and-kacie-woody 

Takahiro Shiraishi 

Victim photos credit https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2017/11/92cfd02b886f-families-of-murder-victims-grief-

stricken-after-bodies-identified.html 

Takahiro Shiraishi after his arrest in 2017 credit BBC 

Takahiro and twitter profile credit YouTube 

4x pictures of Takahiro credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/TAKAHIRO_Shiraishi/Gallery 

The apartment complex where the bodies were found x2 credit 

https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/TAKAHIRO_Shiraishi/Gallery 

Twitter profile credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/TAKAHIRO_Shiraishi/Galler 

Inside apartment credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/TAKAHIRO_Shiraishi/Galler 

Takahiro doing the peace sign credit https://iluminasi.com/bm/takahiro-shiraishi-pembunuh-kejam-yang-

mengumpan-wanita-dengan-twitter.html 

Takahiro being transported credit https://iluminasi.com/bm/takahiro-shiraishi-pembunuh-kejam-yang-mengumpan-

wanita-dengan-twitter.html 

Takahiro posing x2 credit Facebook 

Ayoola Ajayi 

https://www.kidspot.com.au/parenting/real-life/in-the-news/i-thought-my-husband-was-cheating-the-truth-was-much-worse/news-story/132451d069852f2f929dc395004fa43e
https://www.kidspot.com.au/parenting/real-life/in-the-news/i-thought-my-husband-was-cheating-the-truth-was-much-worse/news-story/132451d069852f2f929dc395004fa43e
https://www.nerderyandmurdery.com/episodes/ep-40-indie-songs-you-have-to-have-in-your-playlist-part-3-and-kacie-woody
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2017/11/92cfd02b886f-families-of-murder-victims-grief-stricken-after-bodies-identified.html
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/TAKAHIRO_Shiraishi/Galler
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/TAKAHIRO_Shiraishi/Galler
https://iluminasi.com/bm/takahiro-shiraishi-pembunuh-kejam-yang-mengumpan-wanita-dengan-twitter.html
https://iluminasi.com/bm/takahiro-shiraishi-pembunuh-kejam-yang-mengumpan-wanita-dengan-twitter.html


Ayoola in glasses credit https://rocketreach.co/ayoola-ajayi-email_49891403 

DA officially charges Ayoola Ajayi with first-degree murder of MacKenzie Lueck. (Photo: Ayoola Ajayi / 

Facebook) 

Ayoola saying shush credit (Photo: Ayoola Ajayi / Facebook) 

Ayoola in football kit (Photo: Ayoola Ajayi / Facebook)   

Ayoola topless hands out credit (Photo: Ayoola Ajayi / Facebook)   

Mug shot credit https://kutv.com/news/local/gallery/da-officially-charges-ayoola-ajayi-with-first-degree-murder-

of-mackenzie-lueck?photo=8 

Pictured, Ayoola Ajayi with wings. Image via ModelManagement. 

(Jeffrey D. Allred | Deseret News/pool) Ayoola Adisa Ajayi, accused of murdering University of Utah student 

Mackenzie Lueck and setting fire to her body, appears in court in Salt Lake City on Friday, Dec. 20, 2019. 

Ayoola Adisa Ajayi, accused in the June killing of University of Utah student Mackenzie Lueck, appears in 3rd 

District Court on another case where he is charged with kidnapping and sexually assaulting a woman in 2018, in 

Salt Lake City on Friday, Dec. 20, 2019. (Jeffrey D. Allred, Deseret News) 

Ayoola in orange with judge x3 credit https://www.thedailybeast.com/ayoola-ajayi-pleads-guilty-to-murdering-

mackenzie-lueck 

3 pictures of Mackenzie Lueck credit https://www.insider.com/ayoola-ajayi-charged-with-murder-mackenzie-lueck-

case-2019-6 

Ayoola with headphones credit Facebook 

Salt Lake City police take a man into custody in connection with missing University of Utah student MacKenzie 

Lueck in Salt Lake City on Friday, June 28, 2019. Salt Lake City police said the man was brought in Friday 

morning, but did not immediately provide further details. Lueck disappeared after taking a Lyft June 17 from 

the airport to a park. (Kristin Murphy/The Deseret News via AP) 

The home of Ayoola Ajayi, where police say they found physical evidence in the murder of Mackenzie Lueck. 

Photo: Paul Nelson, KSL NewsRadio 

Luke Magnotta 

Older Luka Magnotta. Screenshot from video made by the Toronto Sun 

Young Luka Magnotta. Screenshot from video made by the Toronto Sun 

Luka Magnotta letter. Screenshot from Toronto Sun video. 

Luke and his mum credit https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/news/crime/2018/11/13/my-son-the-killer-luka-

magnotta-s-peterborough-area-mother-co-writes-book.html 

Model shot credit https://archive.org/details/LukaMagnottaMaleModel_6 

6x model photos credit https://www.fanpop.com/clubs/luka-magnotta/images/25893158/title/luka-magnotta-photo 

https://rocketreach.co/ayoola-ajayi-email_49891403
https://kutv.com/news/local/gallery/da-officially-charges-ayoola-ajayi-with-first-degree-murder-of-mackenzie-lueck?photo=8
https://www.insider.com/ayoola-ajayi-charged-with-murder-mackenzie-lueck-case-2019-6
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/news/crime/2018/11/13/my-son-the-killer-luka-magnotta-s-peterborough-area-mother-co-writes-book.html
https://archive.org/details/LukaMagnottaMaleModel_6
https://www.fanpop.com/clubs/luka-magnotta/images/25893158/title/luka-magnotta-photo


Luka in yellow jacket credit https://pictures-of-cats.org/luka-magnotta-says-that-he-is-in-a-university-

setting-in-prison.html 

Luka with mum credit https://timalderman.com/tag/luka-rocco-magnotta/ 

Interpol released images reportedly showing suspect Luka Magnotta passing through security at an airport.  

(Interpol) 

Here, CCTV footage from the café shows Magnotta, second from left, being taken into custody  

by police on June 4, 2012  

(Associated Press) 

Mugshot of Luka Magnotta, taken by German police after his arrest in Berlin on June 4, 2012. 

Luka Magnotta is taken from plane in Canada. X2 credit https://timalderman.com/tag/luka-rocco-magnotta/   

Lin (30 December 1978 – May 2012) also known as Justin Lin, was an international student from Wuhan and an 

undergraduate in the engineering and computer science faculty at Concordia University. Credit 

https://timalderman.com/tag/luka-rocco-magnotta/     

Nude Luke photo credit https://timalderman.com/tag/luka-rocco-magnotta/     

Luke with long hair credit https://timalderman.com/tag/luka-rocco-magnotta/     

2x model shots credit https://timalderman.com/tag/luka-rocco-magnotta/     

Luke in white x2 credit https://timalderman.com/tag/luka-rocco-magnotta/     

Eric as a boy credit Reddit 

Newman's Grade 10 yearbook photo from 1999. (Jon Hembry/CBC) 

This photo was added by the username luka-magnotta to the Deviant Art website. (Deviant Art) 

CCTV of victim and Luka in his clothes X2  credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/ItTheMovie/comments/u6u5jg/nobody_else_has_noticed_how_similar_luka_magnotta/ 

Luka Magnotta murdered 33-year-old student Jun Lin with an ice pick and live streamed the crime on the 

internet | Image: https://www.crimeandinvestigation.co.uk/articles/10-steps-luka-magnottas-murderous-journey-

internet-infamy 

Evidence from the apartment credit https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-

murder-scene_n_5921818.html 

Magnotta's fridge credit https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-murder-

scene_n_5921818.html 

Lukas wardrobe credit https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-murder-

scene_n_5921818.html 

Note left by Luka credit https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-murder-

scene_n_5921818.html 

https://pictures-of-cats.org/luka-magnotta-says-that-he-is-in-a-university-setting-in-prison.html
https://www.reddit.com/r/ItTheMovie/comments/u6u5jg/nobody_else_has_noticed_how_similar_luka_magnotta/
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https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-murder-scene_n_5921818.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-murder-scene_n_5921818.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-murder-scene_n_5921818.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/10/02/luka-rocca-magnotta-jury-bloody-murder-scene_n_5921818.html


Jun Lin credit Breaking News Today – HQ/YouTube 

Layers of the internet credit https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-Layers-of-the-Internet-Europol-2017-

p23_fig1_326436666 

Hiroshi Maeue 

In a file photo Hiroshi Maeue, center, is led by a police officer from a police station near Osaka, western 

Japan, on Saturday August 6, 2005. Maeue was sentenced to death Wednesday, March 28, 2007, for murdering three 

people he lured through a suicide Web site by offering to die with them, a court official said. X2 credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/maeue-hiroshi.htm 

Alleged killer linked to suicide site | The Japan Times Credit: KYODO 

Hiroshi credit https://japanoholic.dk/historie/kriminalsager/hiroshi-maeue/ 

Payton S. Gendron 

Garnell Whitfield, a former Buffalo fire commissioner whose mother was killed in the mass shooting at Tops 

Friendly Markets, testifying before the United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary credit Wikipedia 

The Tops supermarket in February 2022 credit Wikipedia 

Buffalo mass shooter Payton Gendron listened as a judge sentenced him to life in prison without parole 

Wednesday, Feb. 15, 2023, for killing 10 people in a Tops grocery store in May 2022. Credit 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/buffalo-mass-shooter-payton-gendron-sentenced-life-prison 

Payton Gendron is led out of the courtroom after a hearing at Erie County Court, in Buffalo, N.Y., May 19, 

2022. Gendron faces charges in the May 14, fatal shooting at a supermarket. Credit Matt Rourke/AP 

Buffalo shooting suspect, Payton S. Gendron, appears in court accused of killing 10 people in a live-streamed 

supermarket shooting in a Black neighborhood of Buffalo, N.Y., May 19, 2022. Credit Brendan Mcdermid/Reuters 

Buffalo shooting suspect, Payton S. Gendron, appears in court accused of killing 10 people in a live-streamed 

supermarket shooting in a Black neighborhood of Buffalo, N.Y., May 19, 2022. Credit Brendan Mcdermid/Reuters 

Payton Gendron is led out of the courtroom after a hearing at Erie County Court, in Buffalo, N.Y., May 19, 

2022. Gendron faces charges in the May 14, fatal shooting at a supermarket. Credit Matt Rourke/AP 

Buffalo mass shooter Payton GendronTwitter 

Payton at court credit Twitter 

Payton credit https://showbizcast.com/jimboboiii-twitch-full-video-buffalo-ny-shooting 

Payton being arrested credit https://showbizcast.com/jimboboiii-twitch-full-video-buffalo-ny-shooting 

Gunman live streamed shooting on Twitch under the name “jimboboiii” screenshot credit 

https://showbizcast.com/jimboboiii-twitch-full-video-buffalo-ny-shooting   

Image of manifesto credit https://showbizcast.com/jimboboiii-twitch-full-video-buffalo-ny-shooting   

Police identified the 10 victims killed by a gunman at a Buffalo grocery store over the weekend. credit TODAY 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-Layers-of-the-Internet-Europol-2017-p23_fig1_326436666
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/maeue-hiroshi.htm
https://japanoholic.dk/historie/kriminalsager/hiroshi-maeue/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/buffalo-mass-shooter-payton-gendron-sentenced-life-prison
https://showbizcast.com/jimboboiii-twitch-full-video-buffalo-ny-shooting
https://showbizcast.com/jimboboiii-twitch-full-video-buffalo-ny-shooting


Buffalo Police at the scene of the shooting, a Tops Friendly Market, on May 14. Photo: John Normile 

TTwitch screenshot credit https://www.tmz.com/2022/05/14/buffalo-shooting-leaving-10-dead-investigated-as-

hate-crime-livestreamed/ 

Payton at court credit https://www.wsls.com/news/national/2023/02/15/buffalo-supermarket-gunman-set-to-

receive-life-prison-term/ 

British white supremacist Daniel Harris, 19, was said to have “encouraged and in part motivated” Buffalo mass 

shooter Peyton Gendron (above).Silex 

Mug shot credit https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-supermarket-

worker-who-called-during-massacre/ 

Tops aftermath credit https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-

supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/ 

Payton being arrested credit https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-

supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/ 

Payton in head gear credit https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-

supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/ 

A photo posted to Gendron’s online diary shows supplies he gathered prior to shooting credit 

https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-supermarket-worker-who-

called-during-massacre/   

Payton’s gun credit credit https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-

supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/ 

Jefferson Ten killed in a shooting rampage. Credit WKBW 

FILE - Vice President Kamala Harris and her husband Doug Emhoff visit a memorial near the site of the Buffalo 

supermarket shooting after attending a memorial service for Ruth Whitfield, one of the victims of the shooting, 

Saturday, May 28, 2022, in Buffalo, N.Y.(AP Photo/Patrick Semansky, File) credit The Associated Press 

Thomas Hargrove credit https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0362998/ 

https://www.gps.gov/multimedia/poster/ 

Khalil Wheeler-Weaver 

Khalil Wheeler-Weaver mugshot credit Wikipedia 

A guilty verdict in the murder trial of Khalil Wheeler-Weaver on December 19, 2019 in the Essex County 

Courthouse in Newark, NJ in the deaths of three women and the assault of a fourth. 

Chris Pedota, NorthJersey.com-USA Today Network 

Attorneys Deirdre MacMahon and Alexandra Briggs with their client Khalil Wheeler-Weaver before a guilty 

verdict is announced in his murder trial of Khalil Wheeler-Weaver on December 19, 2019 in the Essex County 

Courthouse in Newark, NJ in the deaths of three women and the assault of a fourth. 

https://www.tmz.com/2022/05/14/buffalo-shooting-leaving-10-dead-investigated-as-hate-crime-livestreamed/
https://www.wsls.com/news/national/2023/02/15/buffalo-supermarket-gunman-set-to-receive-life-prison-term/
https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/
https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/
https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/
https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/
https://naijasuperfans.com/911-operator-is-suspended-after-hanging-up-on-buffalo-supermarket-worker-who-called-during-massacre/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0362998/
https://www.gps.gov/multimedia/poster/


Chris Pedota, NorthJersey.com-USA Today Network 

Attorneys Deirdre MacMahon and Alexandra Briggs with their client Khalil Wheeler-Weaver as the guilty verdict 

is announced in his murder trial of Khalil Wheeler-Weaver on December 19, 2019 in the Essex County Courthouse 

in Newark, NJ in the deaths of three women and the assault of a fourth. 

Chris Pedota, NorthJersey.com-USA Today Network 

Khalil at court x2  credit https://vocal.media/criminal/khalil-wheeler-weaver-targeted-vulnerable-women-via-

social-media-then-went-on-a-three-month-killing-spree 

Robin West was Khalil Wheeler-Weaver's first victim, Joanne Brown was Khalil Wheeler-Weaver's second victim,  

Sarah Butler was Khalil Wheeler-Weaver’s final victim. Her family would eventually be responsible for bringing 

Wheeler-Weaver to justice. credit https://vocal.media/criminal/khalil-wheeler-weaver-targeted-vulnerable-

women-via-social-media-then-went-on-a-three-month-killing-spree   

Khalil as a young man credit https://www.tapinto.net/towns/soma/sections/police-and-fire/articles/20-year-old-

man-from-orange-arrested-for-murder-o-4 

Mawa Doumbia Photo: National Center For Missing & Exploited Children 

Khalil Wheeler Weaver Photo: Essex County Prosecutor's Office 

Aliyah Butler, left, and Laverne Butler, a sister and the mother of Sarah Butler, one of three people killed 

by Khalil Wheeler-Weaver. He was sentenced on Wednesday to 160 years in prison.Credit...Pool photo by Seth 

Wenig 

Khalil Wheeler-Weaver, 25, at his sentencing in Newark on Wednesday.Credit...Pool photo by Seth Wenig 

Tiffany Taylor survived an attempted killing by Khalil Wheeler-Weaver in 2016. 

Security camera footage shows Wheeler-Weaver on the night he attacked Taylor. (Source via NorthJersey.com) 

Internet deaths  

Frederick Glass  credit https://www.nydailynews.com/news/justice-story/online-torture-sex-wrong-article-

1.1266326 

Chris dean credit https://forensicfilesnow.com/index.php/tag/bomber-chris-dean/ 

Mona aka Amna credit http://thisongoingwar.blogspot.com/2011/12/22-dec-11-know-them-by-their-actions-oh.html 

Armin Meiwes credit https://metro.co.uk/2016/02/10/cannibal-reveals-he-ate-his-lover-with-sprouts-with-

consent-5672893/ 

David Fuller credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Kacie_Woody 

Garry Newman credit https://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-04-29/carly-ryan-killer-loses-appeal/2701236 

Thomas Montgomery credit https://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/slideshow/photos-talhotblond-hollywood-plays-

blood-soaked-online-love-16855392/image-16855580 

Ann Marie Linscott credit https://www.cbsnews.com/news/craigslist-ad-sought-silent-assassin/ 

https://www.tapinto.net/towns/soma/sections/police-and-fire/articles/20-year-old-man-from-orange-arrested-for-murder-o-4
https://forensicfilesnow.com/index.php/tag/bomber-chris-dean/
http://thisongoingwar.blogspot.com/2011/12/22-dec-11-know-them-by-their-actions-oh.html
https://metro.co.uk/2016/02/10/cannibal-reveals-he-ate-his-lover-with-sprouts-with-consent-5672893/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Kacie_Woody
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-04-29/carly-ryan-killer-loses-appeal/2701236
https://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/slideshow/photos-talhotblond-hollywood-plays-blood-soaked-online-love-16855392/image-16855580
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/craigslist-ad-sought-silent-assassin/


Hughstan Schlicker credit http://askthejudge.info/teen-myspace-killer-gets-20-years/ 

Christian Grotheer credit https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/cmm/christian-grotheer-germany-s-first-internet-

murder-t1402447.html 

Korena Roberts credit https://podcastaddict.com/episode/104136327 

Anthony Powell credit https://whatculture.com/offbeat/10-terrifying-social-media-murders?page=4 

Lewis Daynes Photograph: Essex police/PA 

  

Victimology 

Red head murders photos credit Facebook 

Hans Von Hetig credit Wikipedia 

Benjamin Mendelsohn Credit https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c2/Benjam%C3%ADn_Mendelsohn.jpg 

Stephen Schafer credit Amazon 

Marvin Wolfgang credit https://www.jstor.org/stable/1558150 

 

Yang Xianhai 

Interrogation photo credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yang_Xinhai  

arrest x2 photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm 

Interrogation photo x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm 

2x tv stills credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm 

February 2, 2004  

This is the front page of The Beijing News. The photograph shows serial killer Yang Xinhai being  

led to the court where he was sentenced to death. 

2x Chinese police escort serial killer Yang Xinhai, 38, into Luohe City Intermediate People's Court  

in Central China's Henan Province. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm   

Trial x2 https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm 

Yang at court x5 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm   

Newspaper credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm   

Crime scene photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm   

Murder weapon credit https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm   

Child victims 

http://askthejudge.info/teen-myspace-killer-gets-20-years/
https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/cmm/christian-grotheer-germany-s-first-internet-murder-t1402447.html
https://podcastaddict.com/episode/104136327
https://whatculture.com/offbeat/10-terrifying-social-media-murders?page=4
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c2/Benjam%C3%ADn_Mendelsohn.jpg
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1558150
https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.X/x/xinhai-yang-photos.htm


Child victim stats credit http://www.ncdsv.org/ncd_linkschildprotect.html 

Child homicide rates credit https://www.statista.com/chart/28991/homicides-per-100000-us-children/ 

Rates in south America https://insightcrime.org/news/brief/ten-countries-highest-child-homicide-rates-all-

latam-report/ 

Westley Allan Dodd 

   

Mugshot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm 

Westley in red credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm 

Wesley in orange jumpsuit credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm 

Westley with shaved head credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm 

Dodd's apartment appeared normal at first glance (police photo). 

Dodd's bed with restraints (police photo). 

Dodd's closet (police photo). 

Dodd hid Lee's body here (police photo). 

Dodd's briefcase (police photo). 

Dodd's homemade "torture rack" (police photo). 

Dodd's bible, with the words 'Satan lives' (police photo). 

Dodd's car in police lot. 

The hanging chamber. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm   

Victims Cole Neer, age 11, William Neer, age 10, Lee Iseli, age 4. 

Black and white photo of Wesley credit You Tube 

4 photos of screen grabs credit https://www.facebook.com/officialRIYD/posts/serial-killer-westley-allan-dodd-

was-only-thirteen-years-old-when-he-molested-hi/1488985821153791/ 

 

Westley Allan Dodd, 28, is arrested Nov. 13, 1989, after attempting to abduct a young boy from the men's room 

at the New Liberty Theatre in Camas. Credit https://www.columbian.com/news/2014/aug/30/westley-allan-dodd-

killings-a-gruesome-anniversary/ 

Westley as a teenager credit https://vocal.media/criminal/the-heinous-crimes-of-westley-allan-dodd-who-asked-

for-his-execution 

Newspaper article credit https://twitter.com/DailyKillerFact/status/821822989343850497 

http://www.ncdsv.org/ncd_linkschildprotect.html
https://www.statista.com/chart/28991/homicides-per-100000-us-children/
https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d1/dodd-westley-allan-photos.htm
https://www.facebook.com/officialRIYD/posts/serial-killer-westley-allan-dodd-was-only-thirteen-years-old-when-he-molested-hi/1488985821153791/
https://www.columbian.com/news/2014/aug/30/westley-allan-dodd-killings-a-gruesome-anniversary/
https://vocal.media/criminal/the-heinous-crimes-of-westley-allan-dodd-who-asked-for-his-execution
https://twitter.com/DailyKillerFact/status/821822989343850497


Dodd writings samples credit https://www.jennsbookshelves.com/2010/10/28/guest-post-can-handwriting-reveal-a-

serial-killer/ 

Dodd paperwork credit https://www.hbmpodcast.com/podcast/tag/true+crime 

Cary Stayner 

In 1997, Stayner was hired as a handyman at the Cedar Lodge motel in El Portal,  

 just outside the Highway 140 Arch Rock entrance to Yosemite National Park. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/stayner-cary-photos.htm   

Cary Stayner, shown in this March 2, 1980 photo, is hugged by his mother Kay Stayner outside the Stayner home 

in Merced County, Calif., on the day Stayner's brother Steven was reunited with his family after being 

kidnapped for 7 years.Ted Benson/The Modesto Bee/AP, FILE 

Stephen with Cary in background credit https://starcasm.net/20-20-evil-in-eden-the-story-of-yosemite-serial-

killer-cary-stayner/ 

Stephen in interview credit https://abcnews.go.com/US/video/march-14-1980-interview-steven-stayner-60269400 

Stephen and his dog credit https://drmcsveterinarytales.blog/stayner-and-queenie-a-boy-and-his-

dog/drchristinemcfadden/ 

Parnell and Stephen credit https://www.eonline.com/news/1327862/steven-stayners-kidnapping-cary-stayners-

horrific-crimes-and-one-familys-unbelievable-story 

Steven Stayner before he was kidnapped in 1972. Credit https://www.swordandscale.com/steven-stayner-kidnapped-

and-held-for-7-years/ 

Newspaper front credit https://medium.com/@michaelmoran/the-most-depressing-follow-up-to-a-happy-ending-ever-

the-steven-stayner-story-745e166d75cb 

Stephen testifying credit https://www.historynaked.com/yosemite-killer-abducted-boy-part-two/ 

Cary stayner yearbook photo 1979 credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/STAYNER_Cary_Anthony/Gallery 

Cary Stayner, with classmate, was voted "Most Creative" in high school. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/stayner-cary-photos.htm 

Mug shot x4 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/stayner-cary-photos.htm 

Cary in yellow x2 credit https://people.com/crime/where-is-cary-stayner-now/ 

Mugshot credit San Quentin 

Victim and hotel photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/stayner-cary-photos.htm 

All drawings from my personal collection 

Peter Moore 

Peter Moore's mugshot credit Wikipedia 

https://www.jennsbookshelves.com/2010/10/28/guest-post-can-handwriting-reveal-a-serial-killer/
https://www.hbmpodcast.com/podcast/tag/true+crime
https://starcasm.net/20-20-evil-in-eden-the-story-of-yosemite-serial-killer-cary-stayner/
https://abcnews.go.com/US/video/march-14-1980-interview-steven-stayner-60269400
https://drmcsveterinarytales.blog/stayner-and-queenie-a-boy-and-his-dog/drchristinemcfadden/
https://www.eonline.com/news/1327862/steven-stayners-kidnapping-cary-stayners-horrific-crimes-and-one-familys-unbelievable-story
https://www.swordandscale.com/steven-stayner-kidnapped-and-held-for-7-years/
https://medium.com/@michaelmoran/the-most-depressing-follow-up-to-a-happy-ending-ever-the-steven-stayner-story-745e166d75cb
https://www.historynaked.com/yosemite-killer-abducted-boy-part-two/
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/STAYNER_Cary_Anthony/Gallery
https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/stayner-cary-photos.htm
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Peter in overalls credit AP 

Cinema owner Peter Moore butchered four men in four months and attacked dozens more across North Wales and 

Merseyside credit Liverppool echo 

The Liverpool ECHO's coverage of serial killer Peter Moore's trial in November, 1996 (Image: Liverpool Echo) 

Peter in jumper credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6857782/ 

Peter in the cinema credit BBC 

Peter with prison guard credit https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-53934380 

Peter Moore's four victims credit https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-53934380 

Keith Randles was killed at the roadworks site where he was working credit https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-

53934380   

Peter Moore's blood was found at the scene of Anthony Davies's murder on Pensarn Beach credit 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-53934380     

Searches of Moore's home found Nazi paraphernalia credit https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-53934380       

It is thought Moore had attacked up to 20 men with truncheons before the killings credit 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-53934380         

Peter Moore leaves Mold Crown Court (Image: VIC CLEVELEY) 

Peter Moore at Mold Crown Court (Image: VIC CLEVELEY) 

Us violent crime data credit https://www.statista.com/statistics/423253/us-violent-crime-victims-by-

ethnicity/ 

Raya and Sakina 

Sakina (left) and Raya (right) credit Wikipedia 

Egyptian sisters and serial killers Raya and Sakina, whose story will be told in 'The Alexandria Killings' 

COURTESY OF YALLA YALLA 

4 photos and the two sisters together credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/Sakina/Gallery 

Hate crime figures credit https://www.justice.gov/crs/highlights/FY-2019-Hate-Crimes 

LISK 

Gilgo Case - This composite shows the six identified victims linked to the Long Island Serial Killer case along 

with police sketches of two Gilgo Beach murder victims whose identities have not been confirmed. Credit 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/long-island-serial-killer 

 Police Commissioner Dominick Varrone announced the discovery of the Gilgo Four in 2010. Credit Suffolk County 

Police Department 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6857782/
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-53934380
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-53934380
https://www.statista.com/statistics/423253/us-violent-crime-victims-by-ethnicity/
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/Sakina/Gallery
https://allthatsinteresting.com/long-island-serial-killer


The Suffolk County Police Department mapped the locations of the Gilgo Four and other possible victims of the 

Long Island Serial Killer. Credit Suffolk County Police Department   

A makeshift memorial for a victim in the Gilgo Beach murders stands along Ocean Parkway near the site where 

police recovered the remains of the victims of the Long Island Serial Killer. Credit Thomas A. Ferrara/Newsday 

RM 

Victim photos credit https://www.facebook.com/groups/3717928728290161/ 

Clues picture credit SUFFOLK COUNTY POLICE DEPT. 

Police divers prepare to search for human remains in the waters of Hemlock Cove near Point Lookout, New York, 

in 2011. Photograph: Don Emmert/AFP 

Maureen Brainard-Barnes and Megan Waterman in police photos. 

Suffolk county Police and police recruits search an area of beach near where police had recently found human 

remains in 2011 in Babylon, New York. Photograph: Spencer Platt credit the guardian 

Victim photo https://www.historyvshollywood.com/reelfaces/lost-girls/ 

New Suffolk County police commissioner Rodney Harrison (top left) and district attorney Ray Tierney (bottom 

left) have vowed to find the serial killer or killers behind the grisly murders of Megan Waterman (from top), 

Amber Lynn Costello, Melissa Barthelemy and Maureen Brainard-Barnes. They were among the 11 bodies unearthed 

near Gilgo Beach, Long Island, beginning in December 2010. Family members such as Lorraine Ela (pictured 

holding flowers, with Lynn Barthelemy) are hopeful they will finally get justice.NY Post photo composite 

In this 2011 file photo, family members of Gilgo Beach victim Melissa Barthelemy, pictured in family 

photographs on the desk, speak during a news conference in Amherst, NY.AP 

In 2020, Suffolk police released an image of this embossed belt found with a victim believed to have been 

handled by the killer.AP 

Map and victims credit https://crimejunkiepodcast.com/serial-killer-lisk/ 

Articles about the discovery of bodies near a Long Island, New York beach, seen in an April 6, 20111 issue of 

Newsday, and an April 7 issue of The New York Post. Stan Honda / AFP   

Exit for Robert Moses Causeway on the Ocean Parkway, near where the first body was found credit Wikipedia 

Moninder Singh and Surinder Koli 

The infamous Nithari murders were believed to be committed between 2005 and 2006. Mondinder Singh Pandher is 

the owner of the house and Surinder Koli was his domestic help.(Sakib Ali/HT Photo) 

In 2006, police discovered skulls and bones of 16 persons, mostly children, near Moninder Pandher. Credit 

https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/nithari-rape-and-murder-case-moninder-singh-pandher-surender-koli-sentenced-

to-death-1728506 

The two men credit https://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-moninder-singh-pandher-and-surinder-koli-get-death-

in-nithari-case-2512826 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3717928728290161/
https://crimejunkiepodcast.com/serial-killer-lisk/
https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/nithari-rape-and-murder-case-moninder-singh-pandher-surender-koli-sentenced-to-death-1728506
https://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-moninder-singh-pandher-and-surinder-koli-get-death-in-nithari-case-2512826


businessman Moninder Singh Pandher credit https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-

nation/nithari-killings-hc-grants-bail-to-moninder-singh-pandher-in-five-cases/articleshow/39631976.cms?

from=mdr 

A CBI court on Saturday awarded the death penalty to Surinder Koli for murdering and then dismembering the 

body of a 14-year-old girl, one of the victims in the infamous Nithari killing case. sakib ali/ ht file(HT 

Photo) 

Koli with gun credit https://www.republicworld.com/india-news/general-news/nithari-killings-special-cbi-court-

issues-death-sentence-to-prime-suspect-surinder-koli-articleshow.html 

Police digging credit https://www.lindaikejisblog.com/2017/12/court-sentences-businessman-and-his-domestic-

help-to-death-for-brutal-rape-and-murder-of-his-maid-2.html.html 

Diagram of house credit https://www.lindaikejisblog.com/2017/12/court-sentences-businessman-and-his-domestic-

help-to-death-for-brutal-rape-and-murder-of-his-maid-2.html.html 

Moninder Singh Pandher  (middle) credit https://www.lindaikejisblog.com/2017/12/court-sentences-businessman-

and-his-domestic-help-to-death-for-brutal-rape-and-murder-of-his-maid-2.html.html   

Surinder Koli (aide) Credit https://www.lindaikejisblog.com/2017/12/court-sentences-businessman-and-his-

domestic-help-to-death-for-brutal-rape-and-murder-of-his-maid-2.html.html 

Koli credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm 

Surender Koli credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm   

Koli in balaclava x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm   

Koli x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm   

Nithari convict Surender Koli has been awarded death sentence. (TOI Photo) 

Moninder Singh Pandher credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm   

Moninder Singh Pandher, center, is attacked by a crowd outside a court in Ghaziabad, a town on the outskirts 

of New Delhi, India, Thursday, Jan. 25, 2007. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-

photos.htm   

Moninder Singh Pandher lays on the ground after he fainted outside a court after being beaten  

by a crowd in Ghaziabad, a town on the outskirts of New Delhi, India, Thursday, Jan. 25, 2007. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm     

In this Feb. 12, 2009 file photo, murder and rape convict Moninder Singh Pandher,  

an Indian businessman, steps out of a police van outside a court in Ghaziabad, India. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm       

Murder and rape convict Moninder Singh Pandher, right, is escorted to a court  

in Ghaziabad, India, Thursday, Feb. 12, 2009. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-

photos.htm         

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/nithari-killings-hc-grants-bail-to-moninder-singh-pandher-in-five-cases/articleshow/39631976.cms?from=mdr
https://www.lindaikejisblog.com/2017/12/court-sentences-businessman-and-his-domestic-help-to-death-for-brutal-rape-and-murder-of-his-maid-2.html.html
https://www.lindaikejisblog.com/2017/12/court-sentences-businessman-and-his-domestic-help-to-death-for-brutal-rape-and-murder-of-his-maid-2.html.html
https://www.lindaikejisblog.com/2017/12/court-sentences-businessman-and-his-domestic-help-to-death-for-brutal-rape-and-murder-of-his-maid-2.html.html


Indian members of the forensic team of the federal Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) conduct a search 

operation at a drain, outside the residence of the main suspects - credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm           

Relatives of the missing childen hold their photographs as they take part in a prayer meeting in Noida, a 

suburb of New Delhi, 09 January 2007, near the house of the main serial killer accused Moninder Singh Pandher. 

Despite a nationwide outrage and spotlight on the Nithari serial killing of children, the families of the 12 

victims who were given compensation cheques by the state government are yet to get the amount. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/koli-surender-photos.htm             

Anil Haldar (victim's father) and lawyer celebrate after the verdict against  

Surendra Koli and Moninder Pandher. (TOI Photo) 

Garland Milam   

Garland as a child. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm 

Young Garland Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm   

Garland Milam surrenders. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm   

Garland Milam mugshot. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm   

Garland Milam x3 Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm   

Garland in yellow jumpsuit x2 Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm   

Campsite crime scene Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm   

 

Jason Vukovich   

Jason Vukovich cries as he listens to his brother, Joel Fulton, testify about the physical, emotional and 

sexual abuse that their adoptive father subjected them to as children. (Loren Holmes / ADN) 

Jason Vukovich and his lawyer Ember Tilton during his sentencing Friday. (Loren Holmes / ADN) 

Joel Fulton, left, smiles at his brother Jason Vukovich during Vukovich’s sentencing hearing Friday. (Loren 

Holmes / ADN) 

Recent picture credit https://www.facebook.com/groups/533006154322185/ 

Jason in yellow credit https://www.facebook.com/groups/533006154322185/ 

Jason with artwork credit https://www.facebook.com/groups/533006154322185/ 

Jason in black and white credit https://twitter.com/FreeVukovich 

Wesley Demarest suffered a traumatic brain injury at the hands of Vukovich, which has left him struggling to 

form coherent sentences. Credit Department of Public Safety 

Demarest credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/jason-vukovich-alaskan-avenger 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milam-garland-photos.htm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/533006154322185/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/533006154322185/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/533006154322185/
https://twitter.com/FreeVukovich
https://allthatsinteresting.com/jason-vukovich-alaskan-avenger


Charles Albee (left) and Andres Barbosa (right) were both slapped, punched, and robbed by the Alaskan Avenger. 

Credit Department of Public Safety 

Wayne Williams 

The families of Patrick Rogers, Terry Pue and Aaron Jackson don't know who killed their loved ones credit 

Bettmann Archive 

Wayne Williams poses along the fence line at Valdosta State Prison, Valdosta, Georgia, in 1999. Credit John 

Bazemore/ap 

Wayne Williams in the care credit Bettman Archive 

Mug shot Credit: Fulton County Sheriff's Office 

Evidence linked Wayne Williams, inset above over one of the files in his case, to 22 murders in Atlanta 

beginning in 1979. The FBI’s involvement began in 1980 following the abduction of a 7-year-old girl. Credit 

https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/-serial-killers-part-5-wayne-williams-and-the-atlanta-child-murders 

The City of Atlanta formally asked for FBI assistance on August 21, 1980 letter credit 

https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/-serial-killers-part-5-wayne-williams-and-the-atlanta-child-murders   

Wayne being arrested credit https://www.thedailybeast.com/was-wayne-williams-framed-for-the-atlanta-child-

murders-to-get-the-ku-klux-klan-off-the-hook 

Wayne at graduation credit https://www.thedailybeast.com/was-wayne-williams-framed-for-the-atlanta-child-

murders-to-get-the-ku-klux-klan-off-the-hook 

Wayne Williams as a child in a photograph taken by his father. Credit Bettman Archive 

Wayne Williams at school credit Bettman Archives 

Approximately 29 black youths were killed in Atlanta over the span of about two years. Credit Handout/AJC 

An Atlanta Journal-Constitution article about Williams’ conviction. 

Getty Images Wayne Williams sits in the back of a car on his way to his court trial in 1982. Credit 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/wayne-williams 

Wayne arms crossed credit Atlanta Journal Constitution 

Wayne with police credit https://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-archaeology/atlanta-youth-

murders/wayne-williams_002/ 

  

Wayne Williams with his defence team of lawyers seeking to appeal his conviction in the Atlanta Child Murders, 

1986 credit Atlanta Journal Constitution   

Wayne with microphones credit AP 

Wayne as a boy credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm 

https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/-serial-killers-part-5-wayne-williams-and-the-atlanta-child-murders
https://www.thedailybeast.com/was-wayne-williams-framed-for-the-atlanta-child-murders-to-get-the-ku-klux-klan-off-the-hook
https://www.thedailybeast.com/was-wayne-williams-framed-for-the-atlanta-child-murders-to-get-the-ku-klux-klan-off-the-hook
https://allthatsinteresting.com/wayne-williams
https://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-archaeology/atlanta-youth-murders/wayne-williams_002/
https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm


Convicted Atlanta child murder, Wayne Williams at radio station in Atlanta spinning records, 1974. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm 

2 pics of wayne credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm 

Wayne in handcuffs credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm 

Wayne with deputies credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm 

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm 

About 50 volunteers went out in a cold Sunday drizzle to scour wooded areas of College Park  

 near the sites where the bodies of three boys had been found in this 1981 photo. Credit About 50 volunteers 

went out in a cold Sunday drizzle to scour wooded areas of College Park  

 near the sites where the bodies of three boys had been found in this 1981 photo. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-2.htm 

Older wayne x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-2.htm 

At the West Hunter Street Baptist Church, Atlanta Police Chief Eldrin Bell holds up  

a photo of missing child, Lubie 'Chuck' Geter in this 1981 photo. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - 

AJC.com 

Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson poses with the reward money  

for the capture of the murderer in this 1981 photo. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

A Volkswagen heads north into what was then semi-rural Cobb County on the South  

Cobb Drive bridge over the Chattahoochee River. It was on this bridge that Wayne  

Williams was sighted the night of May 22, 1981 - the event that eventually led to 

his arrest in the murder of Nathaniel Cater. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

About 150 marchers walk with a "Save the Youth" banner as they make their way  

through downtown Atlanta in this 1981 photo. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Young pallbearers bearing the body of Curtis Walker into the new St. John Baptist Church in this  

1981 photo. The case of Walker's murder was re-opened in 2005 but remains unsolved. Credit The Atlanta Journal 

Constitution - AJC.com 

The body of Nathaniel Cater, 27, is pulled from the Chattahoochee River in this 1981 photo.  

Wayne Williams was convicted of the murder of Cater and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, in 1982.  

Williams never stood trial for murdering a child. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Ambulance attendants move the body of Nathaniel Cater from the Chattahoochee River in  

this 1981 photo. Police staked out the South Cobb Drive bridge over the river and heard a  

splash on May 22, 1981. Shortly thereafter a white 1970 Chevrolet station wagon driven by  

Wayne Williams was seen slowly driving away. Dog hair and fiber evidence in the vehicle  

would be a major factor in building the case against Williams. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - 

AJC.com 

Police prepare to search along Vandiver Road in southwest Atlanta where the  

strangled body of 14-year-old Lubie "Chuck" Geter was found. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - 

https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-wayne-photos-1.htm


AJC.com 

Police officers remove body of Patrick Baltazar from wooded area near Corporate Square  

 in DeKalb County in this 1981 photo. By early 1981, twenty black children had been  

slain in twenty months. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Atlanta police officers remove the body of a child from the Chattahoochee riverbank in this  

1980 photo. Most of the Atlanta Child Murder victims were young male children or teens.  

So many children disappeared in 1980 it was called the "Summer of Death" in Atlanta. Credit The Atlanta 

Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Homer and Faye Williams go to testify in the murder trial of their son Wayne Williams  

in this 1982 photo. Jury selection began on December 28, 1981, and lasted six days.  

When seated, the jury was composed of nine women and three men, with a racial  

breakdown of eight blacks and four whites. The trial officially began Jan. 6, 1982,  

with Judge Clarence Cooper presiding. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Williams was born and raised in his parent's house in Atlanta's Dixie Hills neighborhood,  

the area from which many victims would later disappear. After Williams' conviction for the  

murder of two adults in 1982, Atlanta police declared 23 of the 29 child murders solved. Credit The Atlanta 

Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Homer Williams, left, father of Wayne Williams, leaves the Fulton County Courthouse in 1982  

with the family dog Sheba. The evidence against Williams was not ironclad, but he failed a  

polygraph test and hairs and fibers on one of the victims was found to be consistent with  

those from Williams' home, car, and dog. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Jurors in the Wayne B. Williams trial leave the bus to walk onto the Jackson Parkway Bridge  

to personally examine the site where the prosecution said Williams dumped his victims into  

the Chattahoochee River in this 1982 file photo. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Wayne Williams leaves Fulton County jail on his way to the court house for his trial, Feb. 15, 1982.  

On February 27, 1982, he was found guilty of two murders and was sentenced to two consecutive life terms. 

Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Wayne Williams, dressed in prison whites, looks on as attorney Bobby Lee Cook  

stands to argue his case during a 1986 retrial hearing. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

In a rare prison photograph, Wayne Williams poses in the visiting room, which doubles  

as a chapel at the Valdosta Correctional Instution June 17, 1991. Through the years,  

Williams has maintained his innocence. Credit The Atlanta Journal Constitution - AJC.com 

Pedro Rodrigues Filho   

Rodrigues in 1991 credit Wikipedia 

Pedro Rodrigues Filho was nicknamed “Brazilian Dexter” for the US television series about a vigilante serial 

killer. Photo: Handout 

Pedro in white t-shirt credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Pedro_Rodrigues_Filho 

Rodrigues, around 1973. credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Pedro_Rodrigues_Filho   

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Pedro_Rodrigues_Filho


Pedro in red shorts credit https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/noticia/2023/03/nao-e-nada-com-voce-ouviu-

testemunha-antes-de-pedrinho-matador-ser-baleado-e-degolado-em-sp-carro-rondava-o-local-do-crime.ghtml 

Pedro in leather jacket and posing credit https://canalcienciascriminais.com.br/perguntas-respostas-pedrinho-

matador/ 

Pedro at a café credit TikTok 

A photo from 08/12/2018 showing Pedro Rodrigues Filho.— Folhapress/file   

By the end, Pedro Rodrigues Filho had become something of a folk hero in Brazil. FACEBOOK 

Joachim Kroll   

Joachim being interviewed credit https://www.horror-page.de/kroll-joachim-georg/ 

Headshot credit https://sites.psu.edu/harringpassion/2019/04/05/joachim-georg-kroll/ 

For over twenty years Joachim Kroll patiently stalked his victims, often going years at a time between 

killings (Image: Real Crime/Youtube) 

Kroll practised his murder techniques using sex dolls (Image: Real Crime/Youtube) 

Kroll convinced his neighbours that he was a 'kindly uncle' who would look after their kids (Image: Real 

Crime/Youtube) 

Kroll's only male victim was Hermann Schmitz, 25, who was ambushed with his girlfriend in a lovers' lane 

(Image: Real Crime/Youtube) 

The first policeman on the scene in Kroll's flat fainted after seeing the grisly piles of body parts 

Joachims house credit https://www.facebook.com/105027354673173/photos/a.105027588006483/105027534673155/?

paipv=0&eav=AfbR2Ocp17SepZaoSx-JeQ2v6kL5_KLkEL5ob7tXMp6qqSrftwjKSP3x-1dr7Xq3QSU&_rdr 

  

As a child, Kroll was a bedwetter who sexually abused animals. Credit You Tube 

Joachim with no glasses credit You Tube 

Kroll hid his face during part of his trial. Credit You Tube 

Joachim at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kroll-joachim-photos.htm 

Joachim Kroll with police at one of the crime scenes. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kroll-joachim-

photos.htm 

Carol m Bundy   

Mugshot credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm 

Carol Bundy prison photo 1998. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm  credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

Douglas Clark mug shot. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/noticia/2023/03/nao-e-nada-com-voce-ouviu-testemunha-antes-de-pedrinho-matador-ser-baleado-e-degolado-em-sp-carro-rondava-o-local-do-crime.ghtml
https://canalcienciascriminais.com.br/perguntas-respostas-pedrinho-matador/
https://www.horror-page.de/kroll-joachim-georg/
https://sites.psu.edu/harringpassion/2019/04/05/joachim-georg-kroll/
https://www.facebook.com/105027354673173/photos/a.105027588006483/105027534673155/?paipv=0&eav=AfbR2Ocp17SepZaoSx-JeQ2v6kL5_KLkEL5ob7tXMp6qqSrftwjKSP3x-1dr7Xq3QSU&_rdr
https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kroll-joachim-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kroll-joachim-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm


Douglas Clark credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

Douglas Clark police photo. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

Douglas Clark at trial. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

Douglas Clark prison photo 2007. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

On June 11, 1980, half-sisters Gina Narano, 15,  and Cynthia Chandler, 16, vanished  

from Huntington Beach, en route to a meeting with friends. They were found next morning,  

beside the Ventura Freeway near Griffith Park, in Los Angeles; each had been shot in the  

side of the head with a small-caliber pistol. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-

photos.htm 

 

In the predawn hours of June 24, 1980, Karen Jones, a 24-year-old hooker, was found behind  

a Burbank steakhouse, murdered by a single gunshot to the head. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm 

 

Later that morning, June 24, 1980, police were summoned to Studio City, where another female  

victim -- this one headless -- had been found by horrified pedestrians. Despite the missing head,  

she was identified as Exxie Wilson, 20, another veteran streetwalker. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

On June 30, 1980, a group of snake hunters near Sylmar, in the San Fernando Valley, turned  

up a woman's mummified corpse, identified as Sacramento runaway Marnette Comer. Last  

seen alive on June 1, the 17-year-old prostitute had been dead at least three weeks when  

she was found. Like other victims in the series, she was known to work the Sunset Strip. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm 

On August 5, 1980, Carol Bundy shot to death, stabbed and beheaded another lover, Jack Murray. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

Carol and Doug picture credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1328861/ credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

Forensic facial reconstruction of Clark's unidentified victim, found in 1980. Credit Wikipedia credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm   

Young Doug Clark photos credit Facebook 

Carol in court credit https://www.picuki.com/tag/sunsetstripkillers 

Bobby Gladden 

Photo of Bobby being arrested credit https://twitchy.com/2012/08/28/students-say-alleged-perry-hall-gunman-

did-not-intend-to-shoot-boy-with-down-syndrome/?

fbclid=IwAR30OAVWfYlQ86ZbnoSUOB9XZ1u4OYCZfjmCUMSb792gf730HN0BGJ1eklo 

https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/bundy-carol-photos.htm
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1328861/
https://twitchy.com/2012/08/28/students-say-alleged-perry-hall-gunman-did-not-intend-to-shoot-boy-with-down-syndrome/?fbclid=IwAR30OAVWfYlQ86ZbnoSUOB9XZ1u4OYCZfjmCUMSb792gf730HN0BGJ1eklo


Bobby with hair on his face credit https://www.businessinsider.com/robert-gladdens-lawyer-says-he-was-bullied-

2012-8?fbclid=IwAR1K-StzU5Wc4fDM4MUNV_y5C_OnlVKhHsv1AAomQJOxibslXnPdb3OCObo 

Robert Wayne Gladden, Jr., is charged as an adult with attempted first degree murder and first degree assault in 

the shooting of a classmate on the first day of school at a suburban Baltimore high school.AP PHOTO/ BALTIMORE 

COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Facebook page https://baltimorefishbowl.com/stories/the-year-in-scandal-from-slave-for-a-day-to-the-elmo-sex-

drama/xlarge/ 

Perry hall high school credit wikipedia 

All other bobby photos and artwork from my personal collection used with Bobby’s permission 

Mark Nash 

Mark Nash credit https://www.irishmirror.ie/news/irish-news/evil-serial-killer-mark-nash-26969299 

Serial killer Mark Nash, who grew up in Huddersfield credit https://www.examinerlive.co.uk/news/local-

news/huddersfields-jekyll-hyde-serial-killer-19880153 

Serial Killer Mark NashCredit: PcPhoto 

Couple Carl and Catherine Doyle were murdered credit The Sun 

The accommodation where Sylvia Shields and Mary Callinan were murdered Credit: Collins 

Victim Sylvia Shields credit The Sun 

Mark being transported credit https://www.irishpost.com/news/british-serial-killer-mark-nash-will-die-irish-

prison-losing-double-murder-appeal-154475 

Recent photo of mark credit https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/portrait-of-a-serial-killer-nash-showed-no-

emotion-31171663.html 

Serial killer Mark Nash appeals convictions for double murder | Newstalk 

Mark Nash at a table quiz just hours before brutal double murder (Photo: Prime Time) 

Mark crying credit https://www.irishmirror.ie/news/irish-news/crime/serial-killer-mark-nash-heartbroken-

5919596 

THE Cleveland torso Murderer    

Montage of photos credit https://www.cleveland.com/life-and-culture/erry-2018/10/55d2b5ea596983/clevelands-

infamous-torso-murd.html 

Police looking in the river credit Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection 

Police with ladder probing water credit Cleveland Memory Project 

Clevland plain dealer newspaper  

Police with bones credit Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection 

https://www.businessinsider.com/robert-gladdens-lawyer-says-he-was-bullied-2012-8?fbclid=IwAR1K-StzU5Wc4fDM4MUNV_y5C_OnlVKhHsv1AAomQJOxibslXnPdb3OCObo
https://baltimorefishbowl.com/stories/the-year-in-scandal-from-slave-for-a-day-to-the-elmo-sex-drama/xlarge/
https://www.irishmirror.ie/news/irish-news/evil-serial-killer-mark-nash-26969299
https://www.examinerlive.co.uk/news/local-news/huddersfields-jekyll-hyde-serial-killer-19880153
https://www.irishpost.com/news/british-serial-killer-mark-nash-will-die-irish-prison-losing-double-murder-appeal-154475
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/portrait-of-a-serial-killer-nash-showed-no-emotion-31171663.html
https://www.irishmirror.ie/news/irish-news/crime/serial-killer-mark-nash-heartbroken-5919596
https://www.cleveland.com/life-and-culture/erry-2018/10/55d2b5ea596983/clevelands-infamous-torso-murd.html


Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. A death mask was made for a headless victim of the Torso 

Murders in the mid-1930s 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. In the foreground Sheriff Martin L. O'Donnell (left) is talking 

to Chief County Detectives Harry S. Brown. 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. Police detective August Nicolaus in a shack on Kingsbury Run. 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. Pictured: Victim Edward Andrassy, whose body was found 

September 23, 1935. 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. Victim Florence (Flo) Polillo . 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. Knives carried by torso murder suspect Mike Pesanka. 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. A letter sent to Cleveland's police chief in December 1938, a 

few months after the last victim is found. 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. Press Photo Head of victim six. 

Plain Dealer Historical Photograph Collection. Cuyahohoga County Coroner Samuel Gerber, M.D. 

 Torso Murderer death masks located at the Cleveland Police Museum display credit 

https://twitter.com/necronomipod/status/1130498406869340160 

Eliot Ness directed the ransacking of a Kingsbury Run homeless encampment in a search for clues. When none 

turned up, he had the encampment burned to the ground. The Cleveland Press Collection, Cleveland State 

University 

Frank Dolezal was brought in for questioning on the murder of Florence Polillo. He confessed after hours of 

interrogation, but later changed his story so many times that his guilt was never determined. 

Detective Peter Merylo Undercover credit https://www.clevelandpolicemuseum.org/collections/torso-murders/ 

Shantytown Raid, August 18, 1938 credit https://www.clevelandpolicemuseum.org/collections/torso-murders/   

Newspaper clipping credit https://www.3ddproductions.com/the-cleveland-torso-murders 

Head photo credit https://www.clevelandpolicemuseum.org/collections/torso-murders/     

Headless torso credit https://www.clevelandpolicemuseum.org/collections/torso-murders/     

Head and newspaper photos credit Reddit 

 

Daniel Camargo Babosa    

Black and white close up credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/camargo-barbosa.htm 

Daniel in suit credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Daniel_Camargo 

Daniel with police walking credit https://elpais.com/diario/1988/02/07/internacional/571186805_850215.html 

https://twitter.com/necronomipod/status/1130498406869340160
https://www.clevelandpolicemuseum.org/collections/torso-murders/
https://www.3ddproductions.com/the-cleveland-torso-murders
https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/camargo-barbosa.htm
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Daniel_Camargo
https://elpais.com/diario/1988/02/07/internacional/571186805_850215.html


6 victim photos credit http://murderific.com/daniel-camargo-barbosa/ 

Young Daniel credit YOU TUBE 

Serhiy Tkach    

3x young Serhiy Tkach credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-serhiy-photos.htm 

Serhiy in uniform x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-serhiy-photos.htm 

Serhiy and family credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-serhiy-photos.htm 

Serhiy weightlifting x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-serhiy-photos.htm   

School photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-serhiy-photos.htm   

Serhiy older x5 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-serhiy-photos.htm   

Serhiy in court x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-serhiy-photos.htm   

Serhiy Tkach in the dock during his trial in Dnipropetrovsk. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/tkach-

serhiy-photos.htm 

Robert Black 

Robert Black mugshot. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Robert smoking credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Robert Black escorted by police x2. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Robert in striped shirt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Robert Black x2 attended Lisburn Magistrates Court on January 22, 2010. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Robert's residence Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm   

Genette Tate, 13, of Aylesbeare, Devon, killed in 1978. Genette's body was never found. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Posters went up and people scoured the countryside during the search for Genette Tate. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Jennifer Cardy, nine, who vanished in August 1981. Her body was found six days later. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

11-year-old Susan Maxwell, raped and strangled on July 30, 1982. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Caroline Hogg, five, was killed by Robert Black in 1983. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-

photos.htm 
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Sarah Harper, ten, from Leeds was killed by Robert Black in 1986. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Possible victim Suzanne Lawrence. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Possible victim Colette Aram, April Fabb and Christine Markham . Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/black-robert-photos.htm 

Robert Black was a delivery driver who had a history of abducting and murdering young girls credit 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-44660880 

Robert in party hat credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/who-robert-black-you-need-7167453 

Robert Black in prison https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/serial-child-killer-robert-

black-should-not-be-buried-in-northern-ireland-says-dups-poots/34366292.html 

Robert Black being interviewed in prison credit https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-

ireland/serial-child-killer-robert-black-should-not-be-buried-in-northern-ireland-says-dups-

poots/34366292.html 

The headline from The Sentinel on January 28 1983 

The A697 towards Cornhill-on-Tweed. Black is believed to have abducted Susan Maxwell as she walked along this 

road on 30 July 1982. Credit Wikipedia 

Brunswick Place, Morley. Sarah Harper is believed to have been abducted from one of the alleyways leading to 

this street on 26 March 1986. Credit Wikipedia 

Circular distributed by West Yorkshire Police following the discovery of Sarah Harper's body in the River 

Trent credit Wikipedia 

The nationwide abduction and body recovery locations of Black's victims. The abduction locations are denoted 

by red icons; the recovery locations by blue icons. Credit Wikipedia 

Richard Speck 

Picture of the murder scene credit https://www.newspapers.com/clip/20654842/drawing-of-8-nurses-killed-in-

chicago/ 

Guarded by detectives, Corazon Amurao arrives at the courthouse in Peoria to testify as the state's chief 

witness against Richard Speck on April 5, 1967. (Harold Norman / Chicago Tribune) 

Pamela Wilkening, left, Mary Ann Jordan, right, and Suzanne Farris, second from right, are shown with other 

student nurses having fun with a South Chicago Community Hospital School of Nursing banner, circa 1966. 

(Schmale family ) 

Corazon Amurao, center, the nurse who survived the massacre of eight of her fellow student nurses, walks 

between another nurse and William Ruddel, Bridewell jail superintendent, from Bridewell's Cermak Memorial 

Hospital after a second visit to the building where Richard Speck was being held on July 19, 1966. Amurao had 

arrived the previous day to identify the killer in person, but Speck was not well enough. On this day, Amurao 

personally identified Speck as the killer. (Chicago Tribune historical photo / Chicago Tribune) 
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Colour photo of Richard in suit credit https://www.imdb.com/name/nm1377299/bio 

Richard Speck, convicted killer of eight student nurses in Chicago, is surrounded by newsmen as he leaves 

Peoria County Court House on June 5, 1967, after receiving a death sentence.AP 

From left, top are: student nurses Gloria Jean Davy, 22, Mary Ann Jordan, 20, Suzanne Farris, 21, and 

Valentina Pasion, 23, and bottom, Patricia Matusek, 20, Merlita Gargullo, 23, Pamela Wilkening, 20, and Nina 

Schmale, 24, all of whom were slain in 1966 by Richard Speck.AP 

William Martin, chief prosecuting attorney, is seen after a jury of seven men and five women found Richard 

Speck guilty of the murder of eight Chicago student nurses on April 15, 1967.Bettmann / Bettmann Archive 

Mug shot of Speck, 1961 Wikipedia 

Five of the nurses murdered by Speck are seen here with nurse Judith Dykton (upper left) in 1965. Depicted 

clockwise bottom left to bottom right are Jordan, Farris, Schmale, Pasion, and Wilkening credit Wikipedia 

Mug shot credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Richard_Speck 

2319 E. 100th St., where the massacre occurred. Credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Richard_Speck   

Speck Cook County Jail Infirmary credit https://bookbum.co.uk/2019/03/12/true-crime-tuesday-richard-speck/ 

Speck a month before his death credit https://bookbum.co.uk/2019/03/12/true-crime-tuesday-richard-speck/   

Mug shot credit Photo: Dallas Police Department   

Crime scene photos credit https://www.facebook.com/truecrimemag/photos/a.121414252883060/255599919464492/?

type=3 

Richard Speck at his trial. Credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/richard-speck 

Newspaper clipping credit https://www.newspapers.com/clip/18432823/richard-speck-convicted-of-killing-8/ 

Richard in hospital close up credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/speck-richard-photos.htm 

Richard being transported credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/speck-richard-photos.htm 

Richard artwork credit Facebook 

Richard Speck is led from courthouse after being sentenced to die in the electric chair for the murder  

of 8 Chicago nurses. Speck was sentenced by Judge J. Paschen. Escorting Speck are deputy Jerry  

Sample (left) and Richard Diekoff. (June 5, 1967) credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/speck-richard-

photos.htm   

Mug shot x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/speck-richard-photos.htm   

Artwork credit https://www.pinterest.co.uk/serialkillerprojects/richard-franklin-speck-the-born-to-raise-hell-

kill/ 
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